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Semantic Interpretation in Register Vector Grammar 
Abstract 
Semantic interpretation derives a meaning representa-
tion from a sentence. In Register Vector Grammar, ternary 
feat~re vectors represent simple properties that semantical-
ly rest~ict arguments of predicates. Semantic structure 1s 
complicated, because 1n most languages, 
multiple sentence 
forms can h~ve the same meaning, so there is no one-to-one 
correspondence between grammatical roles (subject, object .. ) 
and underlying thematic or case roles (·agent, theme, source, 
recipient, 
.. ) . To circumvent this problem, we make the 
arguments of predicates generic macroroles wh.ich ·can subsume 
many case or thematic roles of other semantic theories. For 
a given predicate, its inherent meaning (INH), logical 
subject (ARGl), an.d logical direct object (ARG2) are its 
inner (first-order) semantic roles, and any arguments beyond 
these are considered outer (second-order) roles, and are 
usually semantic relations (possessives or locatives). 
In RVG, the procedures for deriving meaning from a 
sentence are semantic actions associated with and executed 
by syntactic productions. The implementation of these 
semantic capabilities involves several additions and modifi-
cations to RVG, including a structure type for semantic 
roles, operations on these structures, actions for reading 
lexical material into semantic memory and operating· on 
semantic memory for agreement and assignment of predicate 
arguments, 
blers. 
and changes to the grammar and lexicon assem-
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of language is to allow for the commun1ca-
tion of facts, feelings, thoughts, ideas, desires, direc-
tions, and other intangible concepts. For the communication 
to be complete, the listener must understand that which was 
communicated. This understanding involves some structure 
which encaptufes the meaning of the concept in the listen-
er's mind. The na·ture of this structure is a major . . issue 1n 
the area of research known as knowledge representation. Our 
objective is to be able to construct a representation of the 
meaning of a sen tt:11ce in Register Vector Grammar ( RVG). The 
representation should semantically describe and restrict 
relations between predicates and their arguments and 
be easy and efficient to refer to in a ct·iscourse. 
should 
It is the goal of RVG to process sentences in real time 
and 1n a fixed, finite space. Syntactic productions specify 
transitions from state to state, where states are expressed 
in terms ot vectors of ternary-valued features, and transi-
tions in terms of the ternary vector operations "match" and 
"change." If. line·ar performance is to be preserved, the 
actions performed by sem~ntic interpretation must run 1n 
predictable, constant time. 
This thesis is structured as follows. In section 2 we 
discuss the semantic interpretation scheme we will be using, 
including our predicate argument structure and semantic 
••• ~ I 
features. Section 3 presents some implementation specifics 
for first-order .semantic analysis and section 4 introduces 
semantic relations and expands on section 3 for second-order 
analysis. Section 5 offers a brief discussion of some 
issues set up but not implemented by this thesis. 
2. THH SHHANTIC INTERPRETATION SCHEHH 
2 .. 1 Schemes Which Segregate Syntax and Semantics 
A common approach to semantic interpretation 1S to 
segregate syntactic and semantic analysis and map syntactic 
trees to semantic forms. An example of this is the semantic 
representation scheme proposed by Katz and Fodor (1963) for 
generative grammars--grammars which generate a Syntactic 
tree representing a sentence·s deep structure. Katz and 
Fodor introduced ~rojection rules, which built a .semantic 
representation from the deep structure b~ successively 
amalgamating semantic readings of children nodes into read-
ings ot' parent nodes. Katz and Postal (1964) later hypothe-
sized that all semantic information 1s represented 
sentence's deep structure. 
1n a 
(Jackendoff, 1872) rejects this hypothesis, ·siting 
anaphoric reference, negation and quant.ifier scoping, and 
emphatic stress as aspects of semantic interpretation that 
cannot be practically repr~sented in tree structures. He 
suggests that semantic analysis is more complex and proposes 
a four~part scheme to capture these structurally-elusive 
phenomena (p. 3): 
To make clear the independence of these different aspects of semantic representation, we will sepa-
rate semantic representation into four parts, including two hierarchical structures. Very 
crudely, the first hierarchical structure, the functional structure, represents relations in the 
sentence induced by the verbs, including such notions as agency, motion, and direction. The 
modal structure, the second hierarchical struc-ture, specifies the conditions under which a sentence purports to correspond to situations in the real world. The table of coreference indi-
cates whether pairs of noun phrases in the sen-tence are intended to be coreferential or not. The focus and presupposition designate what infor-
mation in the sentence is intended to be new and 
what is intended to be old. 
Jackendoff claims that his representation enables the gram-
mar to generate a fuller range of valid sentences while 
further constraining improper sentences. He also notes that 
it allows more generalizations to be made--an example being 
the rules for Pronominalization, keflexivization, and Com-
plement Subj~ct Interpretation, which will be briefly dis-
cussed in section 5.1.3. 
2.2 Direct Interpretation 
We want to completely avoid having to work with syntac-
tic trees because they introduce non-finite size and proc-
essing requirements, violating our premise of real-time 
processing. It is our view that the function of syntax lS 
to guide and expedite semantic interpretation. Our scheme 
interprets from sentences to semantics directly, 1n coordi-
nation with syntax. 
RVG 1s analogous to a rule-by-rule interpretation 
scheme. Semantic actions are executed in association with 
syntactic productions. These actions interpret sentence 
meaning piece-by-piece, co~positionally. RVG has a good 
foundation for syntactic analysis, and we will use this as a 
framework for determining how and when semantic actions 
should execute. 
2.3 Problems with Semantic Interpretation 
In most languages different surface forms of a sentence 
can map to the same meaning representation. For example, 
all of these sentences have roughly the same meaning: 
(1) George g~ve Martha a flower. (2) Martha was given a flower by George. (3) Martha received a flower from George. 
Hence there is no one-to-one correspondence between grammat-
ical roles (subject, object, .. ) and semantic roles (certain-
ly not case or thematic roles like agent, theme, source, 
recipient, .. ). 
is recipient. 
In sentence (4) below, the subject "lawyer" 
In (5), "dog" is experiencer, and 1n (6), 
II II sun 1s source. In (7), the object "trucks" 1s locative, 
1n (8) it is theme, and in· (9) the object "Fred" is source: 
(4.) The lawyer received a telegram. (5) The dog sensed the earthquake. 
h 
0 
(6) The sun emits radiation. 
(7) We loaded the trucks with hay. (8) We loaded the trucks on the train. (9) The mugger robbed Fred of $50. 
This 1s a problem of case grammars--they require separate 
rules to assign a grammatical role to the appropriate case 
role 1n each of these sentences, introducing a potential 
explosion in computational complexity and space. 
2.4 Hacroroles 
To deal with this difficulty, we use Foley and Van 
Valin's notion of "macrorole" (Kreider, 1990). Hacroroles 
can subsume many case or thematic roles of other semantic 
theories, allowing us to abstract over these roles. They 
simplify our semantic analysis by allowing us to map surface 
sentence structures to a small, fixed number of macroroles 
instead of the more n~merous, indefinite case roles. Foley 
and Van Valin call their macroroles ACTOR and UNDERGOER, 
which are labels most relevant to verb semantics. We are 
not confining our predicate analysis to only verbs; prepos1-
ti on s, 
ca tes. 
adjectives, and some nouns can also serve as predi-
As a result, we could use the more abstract labels 
ABSolutive and ERGative (Kunst, 1991), but choose the 
generic labels ARGl, ARG2, to emphasize that their signifi-
cance lies in their order in predicate structure, and elimi-
nate any notion that the labels themselves bear .any meaning. 
2.5 Layered Predicate Structure 
A predicate may have an inherent property vector (INH), 
a logical subject (ARGl), and logical direct object (AkG2) 
as inner (first-order) roles. Any arguments beyond these 
are c6nsidered outer (second-order) roles, and are usually 
semantic relations (possessives or locatives). 1'he 
first/second order distinction comes from Blank (1984), 1n 
which first-order arguments are those relating directly to 
the predicate and· second-order arguments are dual relations 
between. other referents. The similar inner/outer role 
distinction 1s comparable to Foley and Van Valin's layered 
structure of predicates, in which the NUCLEUS is the inner-
most layer (our lNH)., the CORE the next layer surrounding 
the NUCLEUS (AHGl and ARG2), and the PERIPHERY the outermost 
layer ( kEL 1 , .. ) . 
Overall, our semantic structure will take the form 
depicted 1n figure 1, taken from (Kreider, 1980). The 
diagram shows the relationships between grammatical boundary 
registers and semantic memory (SemEnt.ries). Each boundary 
register has its own Refs and Gramroles structure to support 
the boundary backtracking algorithm presented 1n (Blank, 
1989). Each Gramrole indexes an entry in Refs, which has 
morphosyntactic agreement data (AgreeYec), a poi.nter to 
another reference in case of word sense ambiguity (SenseAm-
H 
big), and an associated entry in semantic memory--a SemEn-
try. Each SemEntry has a structure for the semantic roles 
we have described (INH, innerSem, outerSem), a pointer to 
the LexEntry from which it originated (origLex), .and a byte 
value indexing the reference which points to it (retindex). 
Boundary 
Registers Refs 
Synstete AgreeVec 
Curr Refs Topic SemEntry 
Gromroles c- SenseAmb1 g 
SynstBte AgreeVec 
Subj Refs SemEntry 
Gremrol es Curr SenseAmbi g 
• • 
• • 
• • 
Synstete AgraeVec 
NP Refs SemEntry 
GrBmroles SenseAmbig 
Lexicon 
Figure 1: Relationship between Boundary Registers and 
Semantic ·Memory 
l<) 
Semantic 
Memory 
inh 
innerSem 
outerSem 
or1 glex 
re ndex 
i nh 
i nnerSem 
outerSem 
ori glex 
ref Index 
• 
• 
• 
i nh 
innerSem 
outerSem 
ori glex 
ref Index 
2.6 Semantic Features and Ternary Feature Vectors 
In RVG, semantic features in ternary feature vectors 
(TFV's), with their capacity to represent positive knowl-
edge, negative knowledge, or uncertainty by the values "+", 
II?'' or . , can semantically restrict arguments to pred i -· 
cates. Hatch and refine operations on TFV'.s enforce these 
restrictions by comparing individual feature values. Match 
1s a Boolean function which checks for agreement, 
true for equal values or a"?": 
match(a,b) returns TRUE if a=b or a=? or 
otherwise it returns FALSE 
returning 
b = ') 
. ' 
Refine changes any"?" values 1n a TFV to the corresponding 
value in another TFV: 
refine(a,b) sets a=b if a=?, otherwise a 1s 
unchanged 
A refine operation assumes a match operation has been done 
and has succeeded--match and refine are separate operations. 
2.7 Selecting Features 
Features are those simple unary properties of lexical 
entries most appropriate to the domain of use. How do we 
decide which ones to use and make best use o.f them? 
(Blank, 1984) contends that the major influence 1n the 
selection of semantic features should be human percep·tion 
and cognition of the worl~ (p. 53): 
.1 .l 
Semantic features extract from the set of 
and cognitive processes with which human interact with the world. 
sensory 
beings 
In his implementation, he uses 98 semanti~ features which he 
claims were extracted from ··a much larger set of possible 
phenomenal features" (p. 54). Many of the features are 
grouped into clu.sters for the purpose of r-epresenting scalar 
values like SIZE and AGE, and multidimensional attributes 
like COLOR. Obviously the more features used, the less 
coarse the approximation of these continuous quantities. 
A further enhancefuent to this analysis is an efficient 
handling of disjunct or "orthogonal" features. We can 
exploit this disjunction by using a group of features (call 
them domain features) to allow for control and more effi-
cient use of another group of features. Domain featur~s 
allow features under their control to represent different 
semantic properties at different times. To a certain ex-
tent, Blank employed this concept in his representation of 
the SIZE of an object. He noted that SIZE 1s a scalar 
attribute and used one group of features to represent the 
absolute value, and another group to denote the median value 
for the type of the object (distance, time, etc.). 
An extension. of this would be to have domain feature~ 
for normal non-scalar features also s·o that we could, for 
instance, use the same features to alterna.tely represent 
unary properties of nominals and predicates: 
.1 •.• 
NOMINAL_l)REDICATE ANIMATE_STATE ROUND_EVENT WH ITE_'f RAN SF EH B-LACK_EXP RESS I ON 
These are five features--NOMINALYREDICATE 1s the domain 
feature and the other four represent simple unary proper-
ties. A si~ple feature represents a property of a nominal 
QI.. a predicate. The feature, s nominal property is on the 
left side and the predicate property on the right side of 
the label. The nominal/predicate distinction for the group 
of simple features is controlled by the domain feature. If 
its value is II 'ti + , the simple feature group 1s describing a 
nominal--the features ANIMATE, ROUND, etc. are active; if 
the value 1S the features 
predicates--STATE, EVENT, etc. are active. 
are describing 
A value of II I) II . 
could denote a third feature group or uncertainty between 
the two groups. 
This ·technique would save the space we are now using 1n 
having two orthogonal sets of features and inappropriately 
applying all the features to both t·ypes. One group should 
be considered relevant strictly to nominals ahd the other 
strictly to predicates. 
3. STRUCTURES, ALGORITHMS, AND FIRST-ORDER SEMANTICS 
We must make additions and modifications to existing 
RVG code to implement our se~antic interpretation scheme. 
The important changes are discussed here. A more extensive 
specification can be found 1.n Appendix A. 
3.1 Semantic Role Structure 
To be able to encode these layers of predicate argu-
ments 1n LexEntries and SemEntries, we want a structure 
consisting of both a collection of inner roles--with their 
small, fixed size and indexed, array-type access, and a 
collection ot' outer roles--with their indefinite, extendible 
size and list-type access. In Ubjective-C, the current 
implementation language of RVG, the structures which meet 
these requirements are the IdArray and OrdCltn respectively. 
Both of these are classes in the Objective-C foundation 
class library. Both provide array-like access; OrdCltns 
grow on demand, and hence are useful for open_ended struc-
tures. Instead of a simple data type, each. element of 
either an IdArray or UrdCltn 1s an object, or a 
dynamically-bound instance of ancither Objective-C class. 
Dynamic binding facilitates semantic role reference to 
either an instance of TernVec (ternary· feature vector) 
SemEntry. Objective-C's typedef id identifies dynamically-
typed instances of classes. 
So the semantic role structure looks like this: 
typedef st rue t { 
id innerRoles; 
id outerRoles; } semRoles; 
.1. t.j 
//an IdArray 
//an OrdCltn 
The semRoles stru_cture will now be included 1n .all LexEn-
tries: 
@implementation LexEntry : Object { id label; //String, a label id prods; //lntArray of production subscripts senRoles sem;//senantic roles for this LexEntry } 
Whenever a LexEntry is created, innerRoles is initialized to 
an IdArray of capacity 1, size O in anticipation of an 1NH 
ternary feature Vector (the INH vector is assigned to po~.1-
tion O of the IdArr·ay). OuterRoles is initialized nil: 
+new //initialize innerRoles 1n a new instance { id instance; 
} 
instance= [super new]; [instance innerRoles:[IdArray new:1]]; 
return instance;. 
semRoles will also appear in SemEntries: 
~implementation SemEntry : Object { int index; //tb distinguish semantic entries 
} 
semHoles sen;//senantic roles for this SenEntry id origLex; //~ointer to originating LexEntry byte refindex;//lndex in a StateReg·s Refs 
//pointing at this entry 
Each .SemEntry must have an INH vector for reasons discussed 
in section 3.t:>. 
3.2 Semantic Features and the Lexicon 
In the RVG lexicon, we need to specify what the seman-
tic feature labels are: 
features <featl> <feat2> .. 
When the lexical assembler sees the keyword features, it 
puts the strings <featl>, <feat2>, ~. 1n an OrdCltn.. It 
refers to this OrdCltn when one of these labels 1s used 
elsewhere 1n the lexicon. 
Also, semantic feature macros can be specified: 
macros features 
tt#<featmacroO> 
##<featmacrol> 
<T.FV> 
<TFV> 
When the lexical assembler sees the keywords macros and 
features, it cohstructs a d.ictionary which associates the 
s t r i n gs < f ea t 01 a c r o O > , < f ea t mac r o 1 > , . . w i t h t he T F V , s on t he 
right. An extension of this could be the development of a 
table which could make associations not only from macro 
labels to 'l'FV·s, but also from T.FV's .back to their macro 
labels. This would enable the interpreter to display T.FV·s 
HS macro labels rather than long lists of features. 
3.3 Entries in the Lexicon 
The semantics of a word are specified in the word·s 
lexical entry, immediately following the keyword sem: 
e <word> cat <productions> morph <morphology> 
sem <SemroleO> <features/feature macros> 
<Semrolel> <features/feature macros> 
1. 6 
The keyword e signals a riew entry. The cat section speci-
fies the potential syntactic categories for the word. The 
morph section indicates potential multiple spellings of the 
word and their morphologies .. 
3.3.1 Nominals 
Nominals (common nouns and names) will often specity 
just an inherent vector: 
e box cat NOUN morph box_BOX 
sem 1nh -AN lMATE +CONCAVE .. 
3.3.2 Verbs as Predicates 
Verbs will specify their relevant semantic roles, the 
number of which is verb-specific. The verb "fall" takes 
only one role, ARGl: 
e fall cat #INTRANS morph f _F ALL_l l__FALLen_ 
sem inh #ACTION 
"George fell." 
argl +SUBSTANTIAL 
The verb "love" takes two, ARGl and ARG2: 
e love cat #TRANS NOUN morph lov_LOYE_ m love_BED 
sem inh #EXPRESSION 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 
"George loves Martha." 
and the verb "give" takes three, ARGl, ARG2, and RELl: 
e give cat #BIT RANS __ XO morph g _GI Yen_ 
sem inh #POSSTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE 
J / 
arg2 #THING 
rell $TOP0SS1 
"George gave Mart ha a flower·. " 
The RELl of give 1s the semantic relation $TOP0SS. An outer 
role can be a restricting TFV or a semantic relation. 
3.3.3 Adjectives and Preposition~ as Predicates 
Adjectives and pr~positions can also serve as predi-
cates: 
The shirt 1s red; 
The block is on the table. 
ln the first sentence, the adjective ··red'' serves as the 
main predicate, taking one argument ("shirt"), whose inhe-r-
ent meaning it would match and refine like 8· typical predi-
cate role: 
e red cat ALJJ CADJ 
sem inh #COLOH HED 
argi »PHYSuBJ 
The filler of this role is restricted to. a physical object 
so phrases like ''the red belief" would be rejected. 
likewise the main predicate in the second· sentence. 
on 1s 
Hore 
importantly though, it expresses a relation between the 
subject and the object of the preposition. This is essen-
tially the substance of semantic relations, which we will 
discuss in the section 4, pertaining to second-order seman-
tics. The lexical entry for "on" (and other prepositions) 
l ( j 
looks like: 
eon cat #PREP 
sem inh #ON RELATION 
argl #PHYSOBJ 
arg2 #PHYSOBJ 
Appendix B shows a sample lexicon containing a few more 
examples of lexical ehtries. 
3.4 Semantic Role Routines 
Along with the new semRoles structure I have added 
routines to manipulate the contents of this structure: 
id getRole(int Roleindex, semRoles SenOrLex); 
Get the contents of the role in SemOrLex only if 
the role exists (not nil), otherwise return nil. 
void initSemRole(id anHntry, int Rolelndex, 
id NewConten t); 
Set the Roleindex role of the semRoles of anEn~ry 
to NewContent, regardless of whether or not the 
role already exists. This routine is used for 
initializing semantic roles of LexEntries and 
SemEntries. 
id getSemVector(int Rolelndex, semHoles SenOrLex); 
Return the TernVec associated with the contents of 
the Rolelndex role of SemOrLex; return nil if the 
role doesn't exist in the sem. 
void fillSemRole(int Rolelndex, 
id Entry, semRoles SenOrLex); 
Fill the Roleindex role (if it exists) of SemOrLex 
with Entry. 
void ShowRoles(char* prefix, senRoles SemOtLex); 
Pretty print the contents of the semantic roles of 
a predicate. 
Semantic actions use these routines to operate on semantic 
memory and the lexicon assembler uses them to construct 
LexEntries. 
3.5 The Interpretation Process 
When the RYG parser recognizes a word and the word's 
grammatical role in the sentence has been d.etermined syntac-
tically, the word's semantics must match and refine that of 
a t a r g e t S em En try ( p a r t i cu 1 a r 1 y i f t he t a r g e t_ Se m En t r y has 
already been assigned to a semantic role of a predicate). 
This 1s a lexical agreement, involving the reading of the 
contents (semantic roles) of the LexEntry int6· the SemEntry. 
The SemEntry is associated with the Ref of the grammatical 
role (Gramrole) the word is assuming. 
For semantic interpretation to function properly, the 
SemEntry must at least have an INH vector. This is because 
the interpreter may fill a semantic role with the SemEntry, 
in which case the INH vector will b~ matched and refined by 
the restricting TFV of the role, .for the purpose of pred1ca-
tion, or semantic agreement. Thus the INH vector of the 
LexEntry is deep copied to the s·emEntry. The rema1n1ng role 
vectors are shallow copied because they are only used to 
match other TFY's, and are never refined. 
A semantic agreement of a SemEntry is the assignment of 
the SemEntry to. a semantic role of a predicate. The assign-
ment is conditional, occurring only if matching and refining 
the INH of the SemEntry by the restricting TFV of the seman-
• ···- . .1 
tic role 1s successful. It is with these two ·semantic 
actions--lex_agree and semrole_agree--that interpretation 
operates on semantic memory. 
3.6 Semantic Actions and the Grammar 
The grammar needs to know the semantic role labels 
being used for semantic actions: 
semroles <S~mroleO> <Semrolel>. 
The lex_agree action already existed for purposes of 
morphosyntactic agreement and just needed to be modified; 
semrole_agree 1s a brand new action 1n the RVG grammar. 
Both actions use routines presented 1n section 3.4, for 
manipulating the semRoles type: 
BOOL lex_agree(StateRegPtr State, id Parms); 
Get one parameter from Parms: the LHS Gramrole . 
. Check for morphosyntactic agreement. Retrieve 
material from the current word's LexEntry and copy 
it into the SemEntry associated with the LHS, deep 
copying the INH TFV and shallow copying the rest, 
If there are any roles already present 1n the 
SemEntry, match and refine them by those 1n the 
LexEntry instead of copying. 
<Gramrole> <= lex 
BOOL semrole_agree(StateRegPtr State, id Parms); 
Get three parameters from Parms: the LHS 
Gramrolel, the RHS Gramrole2, and the RHS Semrole. 
Hatch and refine the INH TFV of the SemEntry 
associated with the LHS by the TFV of the unfilled 
Semrole of the predicate Gramrole on the RHS. 
Assign the SemEntry to the Semrole if the match 
succeeds. 
<Gramrolel> <= <Gramrole2>.<Semrole> 
.. ' l 
'--
Gramrole labels are specified in the grammar as. boundary 
register labels following the keyword boundary. Code has 
been added to the lex_agree action to insure that each 
SemEntry has an INH vector. If there is none specified 1n 
the lexical entry of the word, we just create one and 1n1-
tialize it to all "?" values. Appendix C shows a sample 
semactions section in the gramm~r file. 
3 . 7 First -0 rd er Se nan t i c S· and Pr ed i cat ion 
First-order semantics pertains to assignments on the 
set of roles which comprise the inner roles (corresponding 
to Foley and Van Valin's NUCLEUS. and CORE layers) of a 
predicate. The inner roles are: 
INH: the inherent unary properties of the 
predicate/entry 
At<Gl: the logical subject of the predicate 
ARG2: the logical direct object of the predicate 
The analysis of the verb "fall" entails only first-order 
operations, as does the verb "love", since all f o. their 
predicate argumen.ts are included in this set. The analysis 
of "George loves Martha." looks 1 ike this: 
Sentence: George loves Martha. 
Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAME:George; NPEND:TENSV:SUBJ:TRANS:Vl:love; 
NP:NAME:Martha; OBJ:CLOSE:., 
TenseO:love third-sg-pres 
SubjO:George third-sg-pres 
PredO:love third-sg-pres 
argl :GeorgeO 
arg2:Martha3 
ObjO:Martha third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
,: ..... 
NPO:Hartha third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
The tokens 1n all capitals are the syntactic productions 
that fired. The tokens "George," "love,." and "Hart ha," 
which appear after Gramrole and semrole labels refer to 
actual SemEntries. The labels come from their originating 
LexEntries, so they may not be sufficient to identify a 
SemEntry. For this identification, we associate an arbi-
trary number with every SemEntry we create and display it 
immediately following th~ word label. The information 
following the word labels of the boundary registers is the 
AgreeVec of the Ref with which the SemEntry is associated. 
The AgreeVec contains all the possible person-nu~ber-ten~e 
combinations of the partitular morphological form of the 
word that was used in the sentence. 
As an explanation of this analysis, I will restate the 
trace of this sentence presented in (Kreider, 1990)., with 
some slight modifications to reflect current RVG behavior. 
The trace shows the semantic actions executed in conjunction 
with the firing of the syntactic productions, including all 
relevant operations on Gramroles, Refs, and semantic memory . 
. . . parsing George: 
OPEN:NP: productions open clause NAME: production recognizes word as NAME NP <= lex match and agree NP by current word, "George": Gramroles: NPO=O 
Refs:[0]-->SemEntry: 
inh: +ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE -EVENT 
origLex: index of LexEntry "George" 
refindex:0 
... parsing loves: 
NPEND:TENSV: production recognizes a tensed verb T en s e < ·= 1 ex ma t c h and agree Ten s e by cu r re n t w o rd " l o v e " .: 
SUBJ: 
Subj := NP 
Gramroles: NPO=O TenseO=l 
Refs: [0]-->SemEntry: ("George", unchanged) Refs:[1]-->SemEntry: 
inh: -ANIMATE -ROUND -WHITE -EVENT 
argl: +ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE ?EVENT 
arg2: ?ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE ?EVENT 
origLex: index of LexEntry "love" 
refindex:1 
production recognizes the complete subject 
co-index Subj to same reference as NP Gramroles: NPO=O TenseO=l SubjO=O Subj <= Tense check for morphosyntactic agreement between 
TRANS: Vl: 
subject and tensed verb 
transitive verb recognized in active voice 
so we know the subject fills the ARGl role 
of the predicate. Pred <= lex match and agree Pred by current word, "love": Gramroles: NPO=O TenseO=l SubjO=O Pred0=2 Refs:[0]-->SemEntry: (unchanged) Refs:[1]-->SemEntry: (unchanged) Refs: [2]-->SemEntry: 
inh: -ANIMATE -ROUND -WHITE -EVENT 
argl: +ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE ?EVENT 
arg2: ?ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE ?EVENT 
origLex: index of LexEntry "love" 
refindex:2 Subj <= Pred.argl 
... parsing 
NP: 
NAME: 
NP<= lex 
match and refine the argl of Pred by Subj: Gramroles: NPO=O TenseO=l SubjO=O Pred0=2 Refs:[OJ-->SemEntry: (INH matched and refined 
Refs:[lJ-->SemEntry: 
Refs: [2]-->SemEntry: 
by ARGl of Refs:[2]) (unchanged) 
inh: -ANIMATE -ROUND -WHITE -EVENT 
argl:-->SemEntry of Refs[OJ 
arg2: ?ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE ?EVENT 
origLex: index of LexEntry "love" 
refindex:2 
Martha: 
production NP fires opening the object production recognizes word as NAME 
match and agree NP by current word, "Martha": Gramroles: NP0=3 TenseO=l SubjO=O Pred0=2 Refs:[O]-->SemEntry: (unchanged) Refs:(lJ-->SemEntry: (unchanged) 
Refs:[2]-->SemEntry: (unchanged) 
Refs:[3]-->SemEntry: 
inh: +ANIMATE ?ROUND ?WHITE -EVENT 
origLex: index of LexEntry "Martha" 
refindex:3 
... parsing 
OBJ: 
.. " (the period punctuation): 
production recognizes the object Obj . - NP co-indexes Obj to same reference as NP 
Gramroles: NP0=3 TenseO=l SubjO=O Pred0=2 Obj0=3 
Pred. arg2 Obj < = 
CLOSE: 
match and refine the arg2 of Pred by Obj: 
Gramroles: NP0=3 TenseO=l SubjO=O Pred0=2 Obj0=3 
Refs:[OJ-->SemEntry: (unchanged) 
Refs:[1]-->SemEntry: (unchanged) 
Refs:[2]-->SemEntry: 
inh: -ANIMATE -ROUND -WHITE -EVENT 
argl:-->SemEntry of Refs[OJ 
arg2:-->SemEntry of Refs[3] 
origLex: index of LexEntry "love" 
reflndex:2 
Refs:[3]-->SemEntry: (INH matched and refined 
by ARG2 of Refs:[2]) 
production fires to complete the parse. 
Although the syntactic parse of "Martha is loved by 
George.·· is different, the semantic interpretation produces 
the same meaning: 
Sentence: Martha is loved by George. 
Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAME:Martha; Nf-'END:TENSE:BE:be; 
SUBJ:PASSlVr;:THANS:V'L:love; f-'ASSIVEBY:by; NAME:George; 
PPEND: CLOSE: . ; 
TenseO:be third-sg-pres 
SubjO:Martha third-sg-pres 
PredO:love first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past 
second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past pastpart 
arg 1: George865 
arg2: Hartha859 
NPO:George third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
Also worthy of mention is verbs that permit their subject :to 
map to alternativ~ arguments. E.g. the following sentence 
I' I L. 
,:: ,., 
maps the· subject to ARG2 instead of ARGl: 
Sentence: The door opened. 
Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:DEF:the; NOUN:door; 
NPEND:TENSV:SUBJ:TRANS:V2:open; 
CLOSE: . ; 
TenseO:open first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past 
second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past pastpart 
SubjO:door third-sg-past 
PredO:open first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past 
second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past pastpart 
argl: +ANIMATE ?HUMAN ?ROUND ?BLACK ?WHITE -STATE -EVENT 
-ACTION -TRANSFER -EMOTION -POSSESSION -LOCATION -TOWAkO 
-PERMANENT 
arg2: door870 
The ARGl of the predicate remains unfilled, as 1s evident by 
the fact that it still has its restricting TFV~ which, 
incidentally, is located in the LexEntry of "open". 
4. SECOND-ORDER SEMANTICS 
Second-order semantics deals with operations on the set 
of outer roles (Foley and Van Valin·s PE~IPHERY layer of a 
predicate). They are most often semantic relations. The 
semrole labels RELl, kEL2 access outer roles. 
4 .. 1 Semantic Relations 
Semantic relations .1n complex predicates specify a 
relation between two of the predicate·s arguments. These 
re l a t ion s a r e ·i mp 1 i c i t in t he p red i c a t e , s mean i n g . T he 
representation of semantic relations is very similar to that 
of prepositions. They always relate two noun phrases, so 
, ... ·· ,::• 
their relevant semantic roles are always ARGl and AHG2. The 
new, interesting feature is that at least one of the seman-
tic roles of a relation must also refer to a role of the 
main predicate. For example, in the sentence: 
George gave Martha a flower. 
implicit in the verb is a possession relation whose ARGl is 
"Martha" and ARG2 is "flower," al.so the ARG2 of "give." The 
pbssession relation represents th.e stative: 
Martha has the flower. 
This reference to a main-predicate role is specified as 
such in t he lex icon by the not at ·ion , ·. a r g 2 , where the a r g.::.:: 
refers to the ARG2 of the main predicate. Because of this 
constraint, there are only a small number of possible argu-
ment structures 1n semantic relations (6 to be exact): 
AkGl: 
ARGl: 
AkG 1: 
ARGl: 
ARGl: 
ARGl: 
NP 
NP 
°'AkGl 
'ARG2 
'°' ARGl 
·"'ARG2 
ARG2: 
ARG2: 
ARG2: 
ARG2: 
ARG2: 
ARG2: 
~ARG2 
-ARGl 
NP 
NP 
'"'ARG2 
~ ARGl 
where NP denotes a noun phrase not otherwise 
related to the main predicate 
There may however, be numerous different ones with regard to 
the INH vectors of the relations themselves. This means the 
current implementation will have some duplication of seman-
tic relation argument structures . For example, a rel~tion 
. , / 
for a transfer of possession might very well have the same 
argument structure as that for a transfer of location, 
despite the fact that its inherent prop-erties are different. 
Even though the amount of space used as a .result of this 
duplication is not significantly large, it could be reduced. 
It appears as though we would want a scheme which abstracts 
over argument structures, while keeping inherent properties 
relation-specific. 
Some verbs require a semantic relation to be overt as a 
prepos_i t ion. The verb "put" requires a locative preposition 
such as on or "next to", or a locative phrase such as 
"there": 
George put the block on the table. George put the tooth under his pillow. George put the car 1n the garage. George put the block there. 
*George put the block. 
Other verbs, (particularly those that take datives) option 
an overt preposition: 
George gave Martha a flower. 
George gave a flower to Martha. 
George loaded the truck with hay. 
George loaded the hay on the truck. 
The fact that "put" must have a prepositional phrase . lS a 
syntactic restriction. The fact that it must be a locative 
prepositional phrase 1s a semantic restriction. To make 
this semant~c restriction, we must be able to match and 
refine the INH of the semantic relation in the verb "put" by 
the INH of the preposition used in the sentence. So the INH 
of the ARG3 relation of "put" will match only locative 
prepositions, ~nd the preposition will semantically refine 
the meaning of the relation. 
4.1.1 Representation 
Semantic relations are specified in the lexicon. The 
lexical assembler constructs an OrdCltn of SemEntries--one 
SemEntri for each semantic relation specified. When a 
particular semantic relation is used in an outer role of a 
predicate's lexical entry, the lexical assembler places 1n 
this role an object which refers to the appropriate semantic 
relation structure. When. the predicate's LexEntry 1s read 
into a SemEntry via the lex_agree action, the semantic 
relation's structure can be easily .recalled from the OrdCltn 
and copied into the SemEntry. This minimizes the amount of 
space used by only copying material when necessary. 
4.1.2 Problem: Multiple Binding 
The representation of semantic relations presented 
introduces a nontrivial programming problem. How should the 
interpreter handle the multiple binding which must occur for 
a role of the main predicate referred to 1n a semantic 
relation? 
''give": 
For example, consider the semantics of the verb 
-~··'·l 
e give cat #8ITRANS_)(O morph g_GIVen_ 
sem inh #POSSTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #THING 
rell $TOPOSS1 
$TOPOSS1 is specified as: 
$TOPOSS1 inh #TOPOSSTRANS argl #ANIMATE arg2 ~arg2 
where #TOPOSSTRANS 1s a feature macro for the INH of the 
relation, #ANIMATE restricts the ARGl, and ARG2 binds to 
"arg2--the AHG2 of the main predicate, "give''. When the 
ARG2 of "give" is filled by a SemEntry, the interpreter must 
also bind the ARG2 of the relation to the same SemEntry. 
Hence multiple oinding refers to the binding of several 
semantic roles to the same SemEntry. 
4.1.3 Solution: Binding Arrays 
Binding arrdys implement a solution to multiple bind-
ing. A biriding array is an OtdCltn in a semantic role of a 
main predicate which signals semantic actions that a multi-
ple binding(s) must occur. Figure 2 shows a binding array. 
inner role index of inner role 
of ma in .._) TFV semantic relation of semantic '---predicate 1n outer roles relation 
Figure 2: a Binding Array 
·',(_) 
The binding array 1s built by the lexi.con assembler 
when the LexEntry for a complex predicate 1s being con-
structed. The first eleme~t remains the original restrict-
ing TFV of the predicate role. For eac·h reference to a 
predicate role in a semantic relation, an object is added to 
the OrdCltn of the role. The object specifies 1) the rela-
tion and 2) the role of that relation where a multiple 
binding must occu·!, so that the ·action which does the bind-
ing (semrole __ agree) can do so directly, without having to 
search. The Objective-C class Point, with instance var1a-
bles for x and y values allows us to capture the two refer-
ences 1n one object, so multipl.e bindings will be instances 
of Point. Although this design allows for unlimited seman-
tic relations in predicates and thus unlimited multiple 
bindings, there are probably also a small number of unique 
binding arrays. 
4.2 Semantic Relations and the Lexicon 
The lexicon has been modified f6r second-order seman-
t.ics. A notation distinguishes a semantic relation 
from other labels: 
$<semantic relation name> 
Semantic relations are to be specified by the notation: 
semantic relations 
<semantic relation label> 
<SemroleO> <TFV or macro> 
' l 
label 
<Semrolel> <TFV, macro, or role pointer> 
<Semrole2> <TFV, macro, or role pointer> 
<semantic relation label> 
from which the lexical assembler will construct an OrdCltn 
of SemEntries--one for each of the semantic relations speci-
fied so they can be easily recalled when one appears 1n a 
lexical entry. We need to be able to specify a semantic 
relation as the outer role of a predicate 1n that predi-
cate's lexical entry: 
e <word> cat <productions> morph <morphology> 
se.m <SemroleO> <features/feature macros> 
Finally, 
<Semrole3> <features/feature macros or 
semantic relation label> 
we must be able to refer to a main predicate role 
from a semantic relation role: 
·'<Semrole> 
4.3 Semantic Relations and Semantic Role Routines 
Three of the routines described 1n section 3.4 must be 
enhanced to manipulate binding arrays and semantic rela-
tions: 
id getSemVector(int Rolelndex, int DotRolelndex, 
semRoles SemOrLex); 
If the Roleindex role of SemOrLex is an OrdCltn (a 
binding array), return its first element (the 
restricting TFV). If it is a SemEntry (a semantic 
relation), return the content of the DotRolelndex 
role of the SemEntry. 
void fillSemRole(int Rolelndex, int DotRolelndex, id Entry, senRoles SemOrLex); If the Rolelndex role of SemOrLex is an OrdCltn (a binding array), walk through the OrdCltn, binding each multiple reference to Entry. If it is a SemEntry (a semantic relation), check the value of DotRolelndex. lf it is not 0, fill the UotRoleln-dex role of the SemEntry with Entry. If it is 0, refine the INH ot' the SemEntry by the INH of Entry. 
void ShowRoles(char* prefix, semRoles SemUrLex); Pretty print the contents of the roles of semantic relations, as well as predicates. 
We also need a new routine to enable us to construct binding 
arrays: 
void addHolePtr(int OuterRole, 
id SemRelation, semRoles SenOrLex); It' the role of SemUrLex multiply referenced by the SemRelation is not already an OrdCltn, make it one. Add a Point onto the OrdCltn. The x-value of the Point is OuterRole--the index of the SemRe-lation in the outer roles of SemOrLex. The y-value is the index of the role ot' the SemRelation containing the multiple reference. 
4.4 Semantic Relations and the Grammar 
We have to modify semrole_agree to take an additional 
Semrole parameter: 
BOOL semrole_agree(StateRegPtr State, id Parms); Get four parameters from Parms: the LHS Gramrolel, the RHS Gramrole2, Semrolel, and the optional SemRole2. 
<Gramrolel> <= <Gramrole2>.<Semrolel>.<SemRole2> 
SemRole2 1s needed for the filling of a role unique to a 
semantic relation, where <Gramrole2>.<Semrolel> is a seman-
tic relation, with <SemRole2> being a role of that relation. 
4.~ Hxamples of Second-Order Predication 
The following are analyses of some interesting sen-
tences which involve second-order semantic relations: 
Sentence: George gave Martha the box .. Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAHE:Geor~e; 
NPEND:TENSV:SUBJ:XO :XIO_ :BITRANS:Vl:give; NP:NAHE:Martha; NPEND:DATIVE:NP:DEF:the; NOUN:hox; OBJ:NPEND:CLOSE:.; TenseO:give first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past SubjO:George third-s~-past 
PredO:give first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past 
argl:George931 
arg2:box941 
rell:$TOPOSS1937 
argl :Martha938 
arg2:box941 
ObjO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom NPO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
Sentence: Martha was given the box by George. Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAHE:Hartha; NPEND:TENSE:BE:be; SUBJ:PASSIVE:XO :XI0_:BITRANS:V3:give; NP:DEF:the; NOUN:box; OBJ:NPEND:PASSIVEBY:by; NAHE:George.; PPEN D: CLUS.E: . ; 
TenseO:be t'irst-sg-pHst third-sg-past SubjO:Martha third-sg-past 
PredO:give pastpart 
argl:George864 
arg2:box861 
rell:$TOPOSS196U 
argl:Martha8t:>L 
arg2:box961 
ObjO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom NPO:George third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
Sentence: The box was given to Martha by George. Parse succ~eds 
_·:,,j 
OPEN:NP:DEF:the; NOUN:box; NPEND:TENSE:BE:be; SUBJ:PASSIVE:XO :XI0_:BITRANS:V2:give; IOBJ:to; NAME:Martha; PPEND:PASSIVEBY:by; NAME:George; PP END: CLOSE: . ; 
TenseO:be first-sg-past third-sg-past SubjO:box third-sg-past 
PredO:give pastpart 
argl: George983 
arg2:box974 
re 11: $TOP0SS 1980 
arg1:Martha881 
arg2:box974 
NPO:George third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
Sentence: Martha received the box from George. Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAHE:Hartha; NPEND:TENSV:SUBJ:TRANS:Vl:receive; NP:DEF:the; NOUN:box; OBJ:NPEND:FROH:PREP:from; NAHE:George; PPEND:CLOSE:.; 
TenseO:receive first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past pastpart SubjO:Hartha third-sg-past 
PredO:receive first-sg-past first-pl-past second-sg-past 
second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past pastpart 
argl :Hartha894 
arg2:box1U01 
rel1:$TOPOSS21000 
argl :Hartha984 
arg2:box1001 
rel2:from1004 
argl:Georgel00.5 
arg2:box1001 
ObjO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
NPO:George third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom PrepO:from 
argl:George1005 
arg2:box1001 
Note that all four of these sentences have the same meaning, 
and the same possession relation is used for both ''give" and 
ti II receive ($TOP0SS), even though with "give" its label lS 
$TOPOSS1, and ·with "receive" it is $TOPOSS2. The different 
labels denote different specification entries for the same 
' .. 
. ·,·.I 
semantic relation. The reasoning behind having two entries 
of $TOP0SS originates in the di.scussion in section 2, where 
we stated that multiple surface sentence forms can map to 
t he s a n1 e mean in g rep re s en t a t i on . In this case, the indirect 
object of "give" m.ust map to the same semantic relation role 
as the subject of "receive." So the ARGl of $TOP0SS1 (used 
1n "give") is specified with a TFV, and filled when the 
DATIVE or IOBJ syntactic productions fire. The AkGl of 
$TOPOSS2 ( used in "receive") is a reference to a main predi-
cate role, filled the same time the AHG.1 of receive is: 
semantic relations 
$TOPOSS1 
inh #TOPOSSTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 "arg2 
$TOPOSS·2 
. 
inh #TOPOSSTRANS 
argl "'argl 
arg2 -"arg2 
The fact that ~e need two specification entries for a seman-
tic relation to be able to use it in different predicates 
may lead some readers to conclude that there might be a 
combinatorial explosion problem here; this is not the case. 
The fact is, this is an excellent illustration of why map-
ping multiple surface forms to a unique meaning is a prob-
lem. If we did not distinguish semantic relation entries 
I ( .' 
here, we would have to .duplicate many more syntactic produc-
tions 1n the grammar. 
Sentence: Martha has the box. 
Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAME:Hartha; NPENU:TENSV:SUBJ:INF_:STATE:Vl:have; NP:DEF:the; NUUN:box; U~J:NPENO:CLUSE:.; TenseO:haveAux third-sg-pres SubjO:Martha third~sg-pres 
PredO:have third-sg-pres 
argl:Martha1022 
arg2:hox1027 
ObjO:box third-.sg-pres third-s~-past nom NPO:.box third-s~-pres third-~g-past nom 
Sentence: Martha borrowed the box. Parse succeeds 
0 PEN : N P : N AM E : H a r t h a ; N £.) EN D : TEN S V : S U 8 .J : XO _ : T k AN S : V 1 : b o r r o w ; NP : DEF : t he ; NO U N : box ;- U BJ : N l-' END : CLOSE : . ; T en s e O : b o r r ow t' i r s t ·- s g - p a s t t' i r s t - p l - p a s t s e c u n d - s g - f-J a. s t second-pl-past third-sg-past third-pl-past pastpart s·ubjO: Martha tl,ird-sg-past 
PredO:borrow t'irst-sg~past first-pl-p~st second-sg-past s e c on d - p 1 - i:, a s t t h j rd -s g -- p n. s t. t h i rd - p l - p a s t p a s t p a r t a r g 1 : H a r t ha 10 3.b 
arg2:box1043 
rell:$TEMPTOPUSS~lU42 
argl:MarthalUjb 
arg2:box104j 
ObjO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom NPO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
Sen terice: Ha.rthA. owns the box. 
Parse succeeds 
OPEN:NP:NAHE:Martha; NPEND:TENSV:SUBJ:STATE:Vl:own; NP:DEf:the; NOUN:box; ObJ:NPEND:CLUSE:.; TenseO:own third-sg-pres 
Subj O : Har th a th i rd - s g -- pres 
PredO:own third-sg-pres 
argl: Hartha1054 
arg2:box1061 
ObjO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom NPO:box third-sg-pres third-sg-past nom 
Note that 1n these three sentences, while the argument 
structure of the possession relations are the same, they are 
distinct in terms of their meaning, and this difference can 
be captured by a single feature (PERMANENT). They are all 
possession relations, but "own" denotes permanent possession 
by the ARG1 ( +PEHHANENT), "borrow" denotes temporary posses-
sion (-PERMANENT), and ''have·· could denote either permanent 
or temporary possession (?PERMANENT). The verbs "have" and 
" o w n " a re b o t h s t a t i ve s , w i t h e .a c h h a v i n g t he s am e 
p rope r t i e s a s i t s p c, s s e s :3 i u n r e 1 a t i on. c o u.n t e r pa r t : 
e have 
e own 
c a t l N F rt T RAN S mo r p h ha _HA v e 
sem inh UPOSSSTATE 
argl rtANlHATt 
argL rtTHlNG 
cat Wl'kANS morph own PULL 
SPUJ irih rtPEkMPUSSSTATE 
argl rtHUHAN 
arg;, #THING 
Stative verhs rlescrib~ states instead of events. 
inherent 
( J ackend -
off, 1872) r1otes that :.-.;lative verbs cannot take the progres-
s1ve aspect--this 1s a case where a semantic distinction 
also imposes a syr1tactic dist·inction. The verb "borrow" 1S 
a complex transitive verb 1n which the possession relation 
1s implicit in the verb·s meaning, and is so specified 1n an 
outer role. ThP relation "have" 1s implied 1n .complex 
predicates such as give," "take," etc., which involve a 
transfer of possession that could be permanent or not. Thus 
features in inherent vectors of relations are able to make 
\ 
. (' 
distinctions that are typically lost 1n primitive-based 
representations such as conceptual dependency. 
5. ¥URTHER ISSUES 
There are 1ss11es 1n semantic interpretation which are 
set up by this work but are beyond our scope of implementa-
tion. 
5.1 Embedded Sentences 
~-1.1 Hole N~uns 
Role nouns, or words like ··employer" and "applicar1t" 
are related t() t h.e i r v e r b c o u n t e r p a r t s . T he r o .1 e n o u n 
··employer" 1s an argument of the predicate "employ"--spec1f-
i c a 11 y t h e A k Ci l ; · · e m fJ 1 n y e P · · w ,:; u l d b e t he A R G 2 . A SemEntry 
for "em1:->loyer·· wuu]ci fi l 1 the A.Hlil of the associated predi-
c a t e " em p l o y " a n d l I av t: i t s i n he r en t T F V r e f i n e d b y t he A k G l 
TFV of " e ITJf; l CJ Y ... Th1s i~ not a trivial representatiun 
because extra measures wuu ld ne.ed to be t-aken to insure that 
the S emE n try for " em p lo ye r" 1 s aware of i ts associated 
predicate. 
semantic 
·The interpreter would actually have to fill a 
r o l e o f a p r E· d i c a t e w i t h a r 1 o t he r p red i c a t e s t r u c -
ture instead of just a single SemEntry. 
Probably the best way to construct these semantic 
structures of ~em.Entries for role nouns is to add the role 
noun forms to the morphology of their verb counterpart and 
I _/ 
assoc·iate new iexical productions with the verb. This 
avoids the adding of separate lexical entries for role nouns 
and allows the lexicon to genera.l.ize over predicate forms. 
The lex i ca 1 prod u c L ions w :i 1 l Joo k J i k e : 
p NARGl 
(-: u :r t : = n e w 
Cu.r r <' = lex 
NP <= Curr.argl 
Curr <= NP.rell 
NPmod <= Curr.arg2 ("employer" ) 
H.nd 
p NAkG2 
Curr : = new 
Curr <= lex 
NP<= Curr.arg2 
Curr<= NP.rell 
NPmod <= Curr.argl ( " em p l oy e e " ) 
The first two actions asslgn the predica·te of the role noun 
to the CURk GramroJe. The third sets up the rdle noun: the 
N P Gr am r o l e i s t he r I n u n , w h i c h i s m a_de th e AH G 1 / A k G L of t he 
CURR predicate. The f(~urth puts the CURH predicate 111 the 
first ou t. er r o 1 e _ut t hr~ n nun , nut. i f y i rig th P- noun that it 1 s 
part of a semantic structure--information it would riot 
otherwise have. Th~ t' it't.h mRkes the NPmod noun the ARG:i/ 
AkGl of CUkk--a character1stir: of genitives: 
U s e d i n i. t s gen i t i v e f o rm , " Sam " w o u l d have be en a_s s i gn e d to 
the NPmod t;ramro Le. When useL1 with a role noun, a genitive 
has to take the semantic role ot' the predicate opposite to 
that o f t he r o 1 e n o u n . '1' ha t 1 s , i f t he r-o 1 e n o u n 1 s em -
player" (ARGl), "Sam" is the employee (AHG2); if the role 
n 6 u n 1 s " em p l o ye e " ( AH G 2 ) , " Sam " i s t.h e em p 1 o ye r ( AR G 1 ) . 
· l-1.' 
b.1.2 Predicate Nouns 
Akin to role nouns are predicate nouns, 
predicate is acting as a noun phrase: 
1n which a 
George's portrayal of Hamlet captivated the· 
audience. 
The clause "George ·s portrayal of Hamlet" 1s the subject and 
ARGl of "captivate." This also involves the filling of .a 
sem~ntic role of the main predicate witt1 a secondary predi-
cate structure; the structure wi.11 in fact be the same as 
that for a role noun. The distinction 1s that here, the 
main predicate role would refer to the predicate of the 
secondary structure. and with a role noun 1. e. "the portray-
er of Hamlet", it would refer to an argument. 
5.1.3 Verbs Which Take Infinitives 
Other complex sentence forms can have secondary predi-
cates--a relative clause 1s a secondary predicate. Some. 
verbs can take infinitives as arguments: 
George wants to go to the fair. 
The infiniti~es introduce the more interesting problem of 
determining· their subject, which can coreference the subject 
of the main predicate as in the above sentence, or it can be 
distinct: 
George wants Martha to go to the fair. 
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Verbs like these subcategorize into several independent 
groups with respect to whether or not ·the subject of the 
infinitive must coreference a main predicate argument 
(Jackendoff, 1972). In conjunction with these constraints, 
Jackendoff proposes the Complement Subject Rule for finding 
coreferents of the complement s~bject (the subject of the 
infinitive) in the main clause. The Comp.lement Subject Rule 
basically makes a noun phrase in the main predicate corefer-
ence a noun phrase in the secondary predicate if the main 
predicate noun phrase is the missing subject of the infini-
tive complement. This rule is probably as relevant 1n 
resolving anaphoric reference as it is here, 
similar to the rule for pronoun reflexivization. 
5.2 Semantic Ambiguity 
being very 
Semantic ambiguity can lead to multiple readings of a 
sentence. This could be dealt with as specified in (Kreid-
er, 1980), whe·re the lex_agree action reads in all senses of 
a word in the lexicon and uses the SenseAmbig field in Refs 
to associate them. Action semrole_agree then tries all 
potential word-sense combinations of the LHS and HHS for 
acceptable sentence readings. All acceptable readings are 
maintained until disambiguated by further discourse. An 
example which illustrates this is: 
The dishwasher ran. 
,.1 ',• t ... 
Th is sentence could mean "a human moved swift 1 y on f oo·t," or 
.. 
a mac h i n e was ·ope r a t i n g . " We get the multiple readings 
from the multiple word senses of "dishwasher" and ran". 
Between the two word senses of "dishwasher," and the two for 
run., there is a potential for four sentence readings. 
Semantic agreement eliminates two of these readings, leaving 
just the two acceptable ones. 
5-.3 Anaphoric Reference 
A dynamic symbol table can serve as an anaphora system 
for efficient look up of referents 1n semantic memory. This 
1s necessary to resolve anaphoric reference 1n discourses 
and sentences like: 
Jane saw the sign, but she couldn't read it. 
In its analysis of this sentence, the interpreter should 
make the SemEntry for "she" coreference the SemEntry for 
"Jane," and the SemEntry for "it" cor.eference the SemEntry 
for the "sign." Anaphoric capabilities for RVG are current-
ly being pursued by Dr. Glenn Blank and Kirk Mousely. 
·I · ..
A 11 eri ·' J .. 
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Appendix A 
Additions and Modifications to RVG Code 
RVG 1s implemented in Objective-C (Stepstone Corp.) 
and is compiled with respect to the three major RVG modules: 
the parser, lexicon assembler, and grammar assembler. The 
lexicon and grammar assemblers use yacc and lex. Yacc takes 
a file of programmer-specified grammar rules ("1exasm.y") 
and generates a high-level program using these rules to 
recognize input. The tokens used by yacc are specified 1n 
lex. 
RVG source code can be obtained from Dr. Glenn Blank at 
Lehigh University. The file "source.doc" contains more 
specifics about all the source files, and how to compile 
them. Here is a complete file-by-file listing of the Objec-
tive-C source code that has been added to RVG for se~antic 
interpretation. These additions constitute a new version of 
RVG, and the new version number should probably be 3.9. 
Some of the original source code has been included in places 
for clarity. 
A.l The Parser 
The new executable bodies of the semanti·c actions 
11 lex_agree" and 11 semrole_agree" are in the file ·11 actions.m. 11 
Also listed are the new structure for semantic roles and 
4:.-, 
operations on semantic memory "SemEntry.h" and 
"SemEntry.m", as well as new code 1n "refs.m" for the dis-
play of semantic information when the user does an "Inspect" 
from the Inspect menu. 
File: "actions.11" 
BOOL lex_agree(StateRegPtr State, id Parms) {//Match and refine contents from lexical entry into a //SemEntry 
id result; //Hold result of agreement test int GramRole=[Parms Next]; 
//Next thing on Parms is Bregs subscript BOOL returnVal; //Booleans for semantic portion (WHE 1/91) id SemE,LexE; //SemEntry and LexEntry (WHE 1/91) int role; //the obligatory roles (WHE 1/91) id LexRole,RefRole; //TFV's for the role (WHE 1/91) id semrel; //a semantic relation (LexEntry) (WHE 4/91) 
GramRole=BoundaryAtClauseLevel(GramRole,State); if (State->GramRoles[GramRole] == NOREF) //Found illegal value { if (BACK OR STEP) 
printf("Production %s: 
} 
cannot lex_agree to null GramRole:%s\n", [[grammar prod:State->prod] name], [grammar boundaryLabel:GramRole]); return NO; 
//GramRole's Reference mus·t match lexical material //(morphosyntax & semantics) 
result= [getAgreeVec(GramRole,State) intersection: State->LexList.MorphVec[State->LexList.Front]]; if (result) setAgreeVec(GramRole,State,result); //intersection: returned a non-zero result //Assign refined agreement vector 
else { if (BACK OR STEP) 
} 
printf("Agreement fails for %s <= LexEntry %s\n", [grammar boundaryLabel:GramRole], [[lexicon entry:State->LexList.Root(State-> LexList.Front]J label]); 
return NO; 
//Assign id of current LexEntry to GramRole's Reference·s 
46 
//SemEntry 
[ set Se m En t r y ( Gram Ro 1 e , S t a t e ) Lex : [ 1 ex i con a t : S tat e -· > LexList.Root[State->LexList.Front]J]; 
//Semantic portion (WHE 1/91) 
returnVal = NO; 
LexE = [lexicon at:State-> 
LexList.Root[State->LexList.Front]J; // get the LexEntry if (getSemVector(INH, 0, [LexE sem]) == nil) { initSemRole(LexE, INH, 
} 
[TernVec new: [lexicon semvecLength]]); //initialize the inherent meaning to deal with //LexEntrys that have no semantics (INH ?) LexE = [lexicon at:State->LexList.Root[State-> LexList.Front]J; 
SemE = getSemEntry(GramRole,State); 
// get the SemEntry 
role= INH; 
LexRole = getRole.(ro'le, [LexE sem]); //get the TFV for the LexEntry role RefRole = getRole(role, (SemE sem]); //get the TFV for the SemEntry role 
while(role <= HAXINNERROLES : : LexRole != nil) {if (LexRole != nil) 
{ 
if (role == INH) 
if (RefRole != nil) 
if([LexRole match3:RefRole]) { [RefRole refine3:LexRole]; return YES; } 
else /*no match*/ { if (BACK OR STEP) 
printf("Match fails for %s <= LexEntry %s\n", [grammar boundaryLabel:GramRple], [[lexicon entry:State->LexList.Root[State-> LexList.Front]J label]); 
return NO; 
} 
//if RefRole != nil then this boundary has already //been lex_agreed, so don't do the test of the rdles //again 
else RefRole = [LexRole copy]; /*RefRole==nil*/ //a deep copy for INH 
else /*role!=INH*/ if (RefRole == nil) { if ([LexRole isKindOf:Integer]) 
//a semantic relation copy { semrel = [[lexicon semrelations] at:[LexRole value]]; RefRole = [SemEntry new]; 
4/ 
} 
} 
[RefRole Lex:semrel]; [RefRole innerRoles:[[semrel sem].innerRoles copy]]; initSemRole(RefRole, INH, [getSemVector(INH, 0, [semrel sem]) copy]); //if RefRole NIL, and LexRole is an index to a seman-//tic relation, copy the semantic relation into //semantic memory and set the role of the current //SemEntry to it do a deep copy of the INH of the //semantic relation, a shallow copy of the rest 
else RefRole - LexRole; 
//LexRole isa TernVec or OrdCltn //shallow copy 
initSemRole(SemE, role, RefRole); //set role 1n SemEntry } 
role++; 
LexRole = getHole(role, [LexE. semJ); //get the TFV for the LexEntry role RefRole = getRole(role, [SemE sem]); //get the TFV for the SemEntry role } 
return YES; 
} 
// Additions to file actions.m // WHE 1/91 
·sooL semrole_agree(StateRegPtr State, id Parms) {//A semantic action to match and refine a gramRole's refer //enced SemEntry with a SemRole in a SemEntry pointed to by //Curr's 
//reference (WHE 1/91) 
Byte newRef; //index to a new Reference 8001 found; //Boolean return value id gramSemEntry; //the SemEntry of the 1st parameter semRoles gramSem,semSem; 
//the Sems which contain the desired TFV's id inhVec,semRole; //the desired TFV's int GramRolel= [Parms Next]; 
//the 1st parameter (the gramrole to fill the semrole) int GramRole2= [Parms Next]; 
//the 2nd parameter (the gramrole whose semrole is to //be filled) 
int SemRole = [Parms Next]; 
//the 3rd parameter (the semrole to be f'illed) int DotRole = [Parms Next]; 
//the second semrole (in case of a semantic relation) 
GramRolel=BoundaryAtClauseLevel(GramRolel,State); 
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GramRole2=BoundaryAtClauseLevel(GramRole2,State); found= NO; 
if (State->GramRoles[GramRolel] == NOREF) //Found illegal value { if (BACK OR STEP) 
} 
printf("LHS gramrole:%s of <= has no ref·erence\n'', (grammar boundaryLabel:GramRolel]); 
return NO; 
if (State->GramRoles[GramRole2] NOREF) //Found illegal value { if (BACK OR STEP) 
} 
printf("RHS gramrole:%s of<= has no reference\n", [grammar boundaryLabel:GramRolel]); 
return NO; 
gramSemEntry = getSemEntry(GramRolel, State); gramSem = [gramSemEntry sem]; 
inhVec = getSemVector(INH, 0, gramSem); //get the INH TFV of the gramrole to do the filling //if there is no TFV for the INH of the SemEntry, //create one and initialize it to dontCareVec if (!inhVec) 
{ inhVec = [TernVec new]; //Added by glennb, 4/5 in i tSemRo le( gramSemEn try, INH, inhVec); //Added by WHE, 4/9 
} 
semSem = [getSemEntry(GramRole2, State) sem]; 
semRole = getSemVector(SemRole, DotRole, semSem); //get the SemRole TFV of the gramrole to be filled //if there is no TFV for the semrole of the SemEntry, //notify the user and return false 
if (semRole == nil) //Found illegal value { if (BACK OR STEP) 
} 
print f ( · · Ro 1 e % s does not exist for pr ed i cat e % s\ n · · , [grammar semRole:SemRole], [grammar boundaryLabel:Gr~mRole2]); 
return NO; 
if ((semRole match3:inhVec]) { //if both vectors exist and match, create //a new reference, copy the contents of //gramRef into it, and refine the INH of //this new reference by the TFV of the //semrole; also add the new SemEntry to //roleFiller's collection 
.q. c; 
} 
found= YES; 
setSemEntry(GramRolel, State); 
//indicate that the sem entry will be changed 
[inhVec refine3:semRole]; 
fillSemRole(SemRole, DotRole, gramSemEntry, semSem); 
//set the semrole in the predicate to point to the 
//SemEntry of the refined gramrole 
else 
{found= NO; 
} 
if (BACK OR STEP) 
printf("Hatch fails for %s <= %s.%s\n", 
[grammar boundaryLabel:GramRolel], 
[grammar boundaryLabel:GramRole2], 
[grammar semRole:SernRole]); 
return( found); 
} 
File: ··semEntry. h'" 
//#defines for semantics (WHE 2/91) 
#define MAXINNERROLES 3 
//Max# of inner roles for the predicate 
#define INH O //The inherent meaning of the predicate 
#define ARG·l 1 //The logical subject of the predicate 
#define ARG2 2 //The logical direct object of the predicate 
typedef struct { //a structure for semantic roles (WHE 2/91) 
id innerRoles; //an IdArray of TFY's 
id outerRoles; //an OrdCltn of TFY's } semRoles; 
@interface SemEntry : Object 
//Eventually inherit from RefCount 
{ int index; 
} 
//an index with each sementry to distinguish them 
semRoles sem; //a structure of the above type (WHE 2/91) 
id origLex; //Pointer to originating LexEntry 
Byte refindex; 
//Index in a StateReg's Hefs pointing at this SemEntry 
+new ; / / in a new ins tan c e , in i t i a 1 i z e inner Ro 1 e.s ( W HE 2 / 9 1 ) 
-index: (int) anlndex; 
//Assign an index to this sementry (WHE 3/91) 
~1(J 
-(int) index; 
//Return the index of this sementry (WHE 3/91) 
-innerRoles: anldArray; 
//Assign an IdArray of innerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) 
-outerRoles: anOrdCltn; 
//Assign an OrdCltn of outerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) 
-(semRoles) sem; 
//Return the semRoles for this SemEntry (WHE 2/91) 
@end 
//forward declarations WHE 2/91 id getRole(int Roleindex, semRoles SemOrLex); 
void addRolePtr( int OuterRole, id SemRelation, semRoles SemOrLex); 
void initSemRole(id anEntry, int Roleindex, id NewContent); 
id getSemV~ctor(int Roleindex, int Dot~oleindex, semRoles SemOrLex); 
v o id f i 1 1 Se m Ro 1 e ( in t Ro 1 e I nd ex , i n t Do t Ro 1 e I n d ex , id En t r y , semRoles SemOrLex); 
void ShowRoles(char* prefix, semRoles SemOrLex); 
F i 1 e : " Se 11Hn try . m" 
int SemNum=l; 
//give each sementry an index to distinguish them 
@implementation SemEntry : Object { int index; 
//an index with each sementry to distinguish them semRoles sem; 
//The semantic roles for this SemEntry (WHE 2/91) id origLex; //Pointer to originating LexEntry Byte refindex; 
//Index in a StateReg's Refs pointing at this SemEntry } 
+new //in a new instance, initialize innerRoles (WHE 2/91) { id instance; 
instance= [super new]; 
'--·, 1 
\. '•. 
} 
[instance index:SemNum++]; [instance innerRoles:[IdArray new:1]]; 
return instance; 
- inde·x: (int) an Index 
//Assign an index to this sementry (WHE 3/91) { ind ex = an I n d ex ; } 
-(int) index //Return the index of this sementry (WHE 3/91) { return index; } 
-innerRoles: anidArray 
//Assign IdArray of innerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) { sem.innerRoles = anidArray; return self; } 
-outerRoles: anOrdCltn 
//Assign OrdCltn of outerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) { sem.outerRoles = anOrdCltn; return self; } 
-(semRoles) sem 
//Return a pointer to the semRoles for this SemEntry { return sem; }//(WHE 2/91) 
@end 
id getRole(int Roleindex, semRoles SemOrLex) {//get the contents of the role in SemOrLex only if the role //exists (there is something in it--!nil), otherwise return //nil (WHE 3/91) 
} 
if (Roleindex < [SemOrLex.innerRoles capacity] && Roleindex >= 0) 
return([SemOrLex.innerRoles at:Roleindex]); I I an inner role 
else if (Roleindex >= HAXINNERHOLES) //an outer role { Roleindex -= HAXINNERROLES; 
if (Rolelndex < fSemOrLex.outerRoles size]) 
return([SemOrLex.outerRoles at:Rolelndex]); } 
return nil; 
id setRole(int Rolelndex, id Entry, semRoles SemOrLex) {//set the contents of the Roleindex role in SemOrLex to //Entry only if the role exists, otherwise do nothing //(WHE 3/81) 
if (getRole(Rolelndex, SemOrLex) != nil) if (Roleindex < MAXINNERROLES) [SemOrLex.innerRoles at:Roleindex 
else 
{ Roleindex -= MAXINNERROLES; //Index into outerroles 
//an inner role 
p~t:Entry]; 
//an outer role 
[SemOrLex.outerRoles at:Roleindex put:Entry]; } 
L . 
\ .. , ., 
return; 
} 
void addRolePtr(int OuterRole, id SemRelation, semRoles SemOrLex) {//adds a Point on to the OrdCltn at the role of SemOrLex //specified by the Integer in SemRelation (making it an //OrdCltn if it is not one and not nil); the x-value of the //Point is OuterRole--the index of the semantic relation in //the outer roles where the multiple role occurs and the //y-value is the index of the role of the semantic relation //itself; if the role is nil, do nothing (WHE 3/91) 
} 
int i, Rolelndex; 
id ro leCon ten ts; 
for ( i= 1; i <MAXINNERROLES; i++) if ([getRole(i, [SemRelation sem]) isKindOf:Integer]) { Roleindex = [getHole(i, [SemRelation sem]) value]; roleContents = getHole(Roleindex, SemOrLex); 
} 
if (roleContents != nil) { 
if ( ! [roleContents isKindOf:OrdCltnJ) { roleContents = [[OrdCltn new] add:roleContentsJ; setRole(Roleindex, roleContents, SemOrLex); } 
(roleContents add:[Point x:OuterRole y:i]J; } 
return; 
void initSemHole(id anEntry, int Roleindex, id NewContent) {//initial setup of LexEntries and SemEntries, handling //semantic relations--setting the Roleindex role of anEntry //to NewContent, regardless of whether or not the role //already exists (reallocates space) //WHE 3/91 
int i; 
if (Roleindex < MAXINNERROLES) { 
} 
//if new role, change the capacity of ·the inner roles //to accomodate this new role if (Roleindex+l > [[anEntry sem].innerRoles capacity]) [[anEntry sem].innerRoles capacity:Roleindex+lJ; [[anEntry sem].innerRoles at:Roleindex put:NewContent]; 
//An inner role else if (Roleindex >= HAXINNERROLES) { Rolelndex -= MAXINNERROLES; 
if ([anEntry sem].outerRoles == nil) [anEntry outerRoles:[OrdCltn new]]; if (Roleindex < [[anEntry sem].outerRoles 
L .• -·., 
, ..... :, 
size]) 
} 
} 
[[anEntry sem].outerRoles at:Rolelndex put:NewContent]; else if (Rolelndex == [[anEntry sem].outerRoles size]) [[anEntry sem].outerRoles add~NewContent]; 
else return; 
//can only use next available or existing outer role 
//An outer role 
return; 
id getSemVector(int Rolelndex, int DotRoleindex, semRoles SemOrLex) 
{//returns the TernVec associated with the contents of the //Rolelndex role of the SemOrLex sem, or nil if the role //doesn't exist in the sem 
} 
//WHE 2/91 
int i; 
id roleContents = getRole(Roleindex, SemOrLex); if (roleContents == nil) return nil; if ([roleContents isKindOf:OrdCltn]) 
return([roleContents at:0]); 
//instead of a TernVec, the outer role might be an //OrdCltn of roles in semantic relations to be filled //when this one is 
else if ([roleContents isKindOf:SemEntry]) 
return(getSemVector(DotRoleindex, 0, 
[roleContents sem])); //Or it could be a semantic relation or a SemEntry; //if so, return i·ts DotRoleindex role 
else return(roleContents); 
//If none of the above, then it is a TernVec or a //SemEntry that is not a semantic relation 
void fillOtherRoles(id MultRoles, id Entry, semRoles SemOrLex) 
{//use the same Entry to fill multiple roles in SemOrLex, //indexed by points in MultRoles; assumes the outer roles //are present, as they must be when MultRoles was setup //(WHE 3/91) 
int i=l; 
id nextptr; 
//all the elements after the first are points, with //the x value representing the index of the semantic //relation in the outer roles and they being the //inner role of the semantic relation that is to //point to the same SemEntry being assigned to the //inner role of SemOrLex 
while (i < [HultRoles size]) { nextptr = [HultRoles at:i++]; 
} 
fillSemRole([nextptr y], 0, Entry, [getRole([nextptr x], SemOrLex) sem]); } 
//do x-MAXINNERROLES to get correct index into OuterRoles 
void fillSemRole(int Rolelndex, int DotRoleindex, id Entry, semRoles SemOrLex) {//fills the Roleindex role (if it exists) of the SemOrLex //sem with Entry, handling the complications introduced by //semantic relations (WHE 2/91) 
} 
int i ;, 
id refVec; 
id roleContents = getRole(Roleindex, SemOrLex); if (roleContents == nil) return; //No SemRole in this SemEntry, so quit if ([roleContents isKindOf:OrdCltnl) //Is it a binding array for other roles? fillOtherRoles(roleContents, Entry, SemOrLex); //instead of a TernVec the inner role might be an //OrdCltn of roles in semantic relations to be filled //when this one is 
else if ([roleContents isKindOf:SemEntry]) //ls it a semantic relation? { if (DotRoleindex != 0) 
} 
//DotRoleindex is the role in the relation fillSemRole(DotRoleindex, 0, Entry, [roleContents sem]); //TernVec <= Entry else { refVec = getSemVector(INH, 0, [Entry sem]); setRole(INH, [refVec copy], [roleContents sem]); } //i.f role to be assigned was already assigned to //a semantic relation or another SemEntry, don·t //reassign--set INH of the SemEntry to Entry's //INH (assumes Entry's INH has already been //matched and refined by SemEntry's) 
return; //Done with semantic relation 
setRole(Roleindex, Entry, SemOrLex); //Set inner role to Entry 
return; 
void ShowRoles(char* prefix, semRoles SemOrLex) { //Pret.ty print the contents of the semantic roles of a //pr~dicate (WHE 3/91) 
in·t i, r=ARGl; 
id roleContents = getRole(r, SemOrLex); 
while (r <= MAXINNERROLES : : roleContents != nil) {if (roleContents != nil) {printf("%s%s:", prefix, [grammar semRole:r]); 
L .. •-~ 
· •. • \ t 
} 
if ([roleContents isKindOf:TernVec]) [roleContents showVec:[lexicon semfeatures] don tCares: YES]; 
else if ([roleContents isKindOf:SemEntry]) { printf("%s%d\n", [roleContents LexLabel], [roleContents index]); 
ShowRoles(" , [roleContents sem]); //a recursive call } 
else printf( "\n"); 
} 
r++; 
roleContents - getRole(r, SemOrLex); } 
File: "refs.11" 
void ShowSemantics(StateRegPtr State) //Pretty print the semantic contents of a state register. //Called by menus.m. { int b,r,numBregs=[grammar bregsSize]; 
semRoles semroles; 
for (b=FirstClauseBreg; b < numBregs; b++) if (State->GramRoles[b] != NOREF) //GramRoles has content 
if ([State->Refs[State-> 
Gram Roles [ b J J. SemEn try LexLabe 1] ! = NULL) { printf("%s:%s ",[grammar boundaryLabel:bJ, 
rstate->Refs[State-> 
GramRoles[b]J .SemEntry LexLabel]); (State->kefs[State->GramRoles[b].].AgreeVec 
showBitVec: [grammar morphProps)]; /* show fillers for all roles of the predicate (WHE 2/91) */ semroles = [State->Refs[State-> GramRoles(b]J .SemEntry sem]; 
ShowRoles(" ", semroles); } 
} 
A.2 The Lexicon Assembler 
The following code had to be added to properly assemble 
a lexicon with semantics. At the core of the lexical assem-
b1er 1s a yacc program file, "lexasm.y." Additions were 
also made to ,;Lexicon.h", "Lexicon.m", "LexEntry.h", and 
"LexEn try. m·· to recognize semantic roles 1n lexical entries. 
The new ciass "Integer" is needed be able to assign this 
s imp 1 e d at a type to t he c. l ass type 1 • id 11 for t he p u r pose of 
indexing into OrdCltn·s and semantic roles. 
File: "·Iexas11.y" 
/**lexasm.y is a yacc program for assembling RVG lexicons**/ %start rvg_lexicon 
%{ 
/***************** Global variables follow***·*************/ 
char infeatHacroSection=l; 
/*Switch turned off after patsing macro section ( WHE 2/81) */ 
id ternvec; /*A TernVec for sem~ntic features (WHE 2/91) *I int role; /*The index of a semrole label (WHE 2/91) */ char fval; /*For feature values (with r~nge notation)*/ int rel; /*The index of a semantic relation (WHE 3/91)*/ id aRelation; 
/*A semantic relation structure (IdArray) (WHE 3/81) *I int innerRole; 
/*The index of an inner semrole label (WHE 3/91) *I id featset; /* semantic feature macro set (WHE 4/91) *I id featmacro; I* semantic feature macro macro (WHE 4/91) *I id featdict; /* semantic feature macro dictionary *I 
% .} 
%% 
!******** The yacc grammar for RVG lexicon follows********/ /*A lexicon consists of the following sections*/ 
rvg_lexicon: macro_section morph_section feat_section 
L, I 
\,I,' 
featMacro_section 
{ infeatMacroSection=O; } 
/*Turn off switch now (WHE 2/91)*/ 
semrel_section entries_section 
/*Assemble an OrdCltn of semantic features (Strings)*/ feat section: FEATURES { semFeatures = [OrdCltn new]; } feat.list 
; I* FEATURES section is optional *I feat_list: NAME { faLex addFeature:yytext]; [semFeatures add:[String str:yytext]]; } 
feat list NAME { [aLex addFeature:yytext]; [semFeatures add:[String str:yytext]J; } 
I* FOR FEATHACROS (WHE 2/91) *I /* Assemble macros for semantic features *I featMacro __ sect ion: MACROS macro_type 
/*allows 1 macro type fe~tures*/ 
/*Macro section is optional*/ 
macro_type: FEATURES { featset = [Set new]; } /*macros for feature vectors*/ 
f ea t _ma c r o __ l i s t 
{ featdict - [featset as.:Dictionary]; } { error(15);} 
feat _ma Cr O _ l i St : feat ___ en tr Y { f feat Set add : feat m 8 Cr O] ; } feat_macro_list feat_entry { ffeatset add:featmacro]; } 
feat_entry: DEFHACRO {label= [String str:&yytext[l]]; 
ternvec = [TernVec new]; } f ea t._vec tor 
{featmacro = [Assoc key:label value:ternvec];} 
/*Assemble an OrdCltn of semantic relations (IdArrays) *I semrel_section: SEMRELATIONS semrel_list 
; I* SEHHELATIONS section is optional *I semrel_list: aSemrel {[aLex addRelation:aRelation]; } 
: semrel_list aSemrel {[aLex addRelation:aRelation];}; 
,:,.8 
aSemrel: SEMREL { aRelation = [LexEntry new]; 
[aRelation label:yytext]; } 
relRoles; 
relRoles: NAME { innerRole = [theGrammar isSemRole:yytextJ; 
if (innerRole == -1) error(7); 
else if (innerRole >= MAXINNERROLES) 
error(ll);} 
FeatvecOrSemrelptr 
relkoles 
FeatvecOrSemrelptr: ROLEPTR 
{role= [theGrammar isSemRole:&yytext[l]J; 
initSemRole(aRelation, innerRole, 
[Integer value:role]);}; 
/* Putting an object which is an integer at this 
role to indicate that it refers to a role 1n a 
predicate where this semantic relation is used--the 
integer being the index of the role *I 
{ternvec=[TernVec new=[aLex semvecLength]J; 
in it Se m Ro 1 e ( a Re 1 at ion , inner Ro 1 e , tern v e c ) ; } 
feat_vector; 
/*Assemble lexical entries*/ 
entries_section: ENTRIES entries list 
: {error ( 0 ) ;· } 
entries list: entry { [aLex add:anEntry]; } 
: entries_list entry { [aLex add:anEntryJ; } 
entry: EWORO { anEntry = [LexEntry new]; } 
NAME { [anEntry label:yytext]; } 
cat cat_list 
{ fanEntry prods:aCatList]; 
} 
if (haveLexProd == NO) error(5); 
spelling I* Ignored here: compiled by HakeTrie *I 
semantic_roles I* WHE 2/91 *I 
: {error(l);}; 
cat: CAT { aCatList = [ByteVec new]; 
haveLexProd = NO; } 
{error(2);} 
cat list: NAME { addProdindex(yytext); } 
MACRO { addMacro(yytext); } 
: cat_list NAME { addProdlndex(yytext); } 
cat_list MACRO { addMacro(yytext); } 
: {error(3);} 
spelling: MORPH NAME word idiom 
a.;;· i I 
'-I-; 
. 
' 
/* spelling 1s optional *I word_id iom: NAME word_id iom 
I* ~pelling could be multi-word *I PLUSYAL word_idiom 
/* spelling could include ·+· *I 
. 
, 
semantic_roles: SEH moreRoles I* WHE 2/91 *I 
moreRoles: NAME { role= [theGrammar isSemRole:yytext]; if (role== -1) error(7); 
if (role>= MAXINNERROLES) { if (role-MAXINNERROLES > [[anEntry sem].outerRoles size]) 
error(13);}} 
FeatvecOrSemrel 
moreRoles 
FeatvecOrSemrel: SEMREL 
{ if (role< HAXINNERROLES) error(12); 
else 
{ rel = issemrel(yytext.); /* WHE 3/91 *I initSemRole(anEntry, role, [Integer value:rel]); 
addRolePtr(role, [[aLex semrelations] at.:rel], [anEntry sem]); }} /* Putting an object which is an integer at this 
outerRole to indicate that it is a semantic relation with the integer being the index of the relation in the semrelations OrdCltn of the Lexicon; also, add a Point referring to this relation onto the role in anEntry referred to by the pointer in the relation *I { ternvec=[TernVec new: [aLex semvecLength]J; initSemRole(anEntry, role, ternvec);J feat _vector 
feat_vector: PLUSVAL { startf = isfeat(&yytext(l]); 
f v a 1 = · + · ; } check __ range 
HINUSVAL { startf = isfeat(&yytext[l]); fval= · - ·; } check_range QUESYAL { startf = isfeat(&yytext[l]); fva l.= ·? ·; } check_range 
MACRO { isFeatHacro(yytext); } f ea t __ vec tor PLUS VAL 
{ startf = isfeat(&yytext[l]); fval=·+·; } check_range 
feat_vector MINUSVAL 
{ startf = isfeat(&yytext[l]); fval='-'; } check_range 
feat_vector QUESVAL 
(.,() 
{ startf = isfeat(&yytext[l]); fval='?'; } 
check_range 
feat_vector MACRO { isFeatMacro(yytext); } 
check_range: RANGE { int i; endf = isfeat(&yytext[2]); 
for (i=startf; i <= endf; i++) 
setFeature(i,fval); 
} 
{ setFeature(startf,fval); } 
%% 
int isfeat(-char* feature) 
// WHE 2/91 
{ int i; 
} 
for (i=O; i < [se~Features size]; i++) 
if ([[semFeatures at:i] isEqualSTR:feature]) return 1; 
error(B); 
return -1; 
int isFeatMacro(char* macro) 
// WHE 2/91 
{ id vec, diet, label; 
label= [String str:macro]; 
diet= [featset as:Dictionary]; 
if ([diet includesKey:label]) 
{ vec = [TernVec newj; 
} 
vec = [diet atKey:labelJ; 
[ternvec change3:vec]; 
return YES; 
else { error(o); return NO; } 
} 
void setFeature(int _i,char fval) 
/*set the ith feature 1n ternvec in progress to value fval 
However, if working on a vector in macro_section, don't 
accept '?' fval*/ 
{ if (infeatHacroSection && fval == '?') err·or(9); 
else [ternvec setFeature:i value:fval]; 
} 
int issemrel(char* semrel) 
// WHE 3/91 
{ int i; 
for ( i=O_; i < [ [aLex semrelations] size]; i++) 
if (strcmp([[[aLex semrelations] at:i] label], 
{,1 
} 
semrel) 
error(lO); 
return -1; 
0) return i; 
File: "Lexicon. h" 
@interface Lexicon : OrdCltn { id srcfilename; 
// String name of source fil.e t'or this lexicon id grammarfile; 
// String name of grammar on which lexicon depends id semfeatures; 
//OrdCltn of semantic features for grammar (WHE 2/91) int semvecLength; 
//length of semantic feature vectors (WHE 2/91) id semrelations; 
//OrdCltn of semantic relations (WHE 3/91) } 
+new; //Create a new Lexicon, with initialized instante //variables 
-addFeature:(STH) feature; 
II Add a feature to the featu·res collection 
//Semantic (ordering) features 
-(STR) semfeature: (int) featNum; 
//Given semfeature's index, return its label 
-semfeatures; //Return the O_rdCltn of semfeatures 
-semfeatures: featl ist; //Insert semfeatures collection 
-(int) semvecLength; 
//Return semvec~ength (size of the semantic feature //vector) 
-addRelation: aSemrel; 
// add a semantic relation to this lexicon 
- s em re 1 a t i on s ; //Re t u r n t he O r.d C 1 t n o f s em an t i c re 1 a t i on s 
.@end 
Fi le: .. Lexicon .11" 
.. ' t.) .... 
@implementation Lexicon:OrdCltn 
{ id srcfilename; 
} 
// String name of source file for this lexicon 
id grammarfile; 
// String name of grammar on which lexicon depends 
id semfeatures; 
//OrdCltn of semantic features for grammar (WHE 2/91) 
int semvecLength; 
//length of semantic feature vectors (WHE 2/91) 
id semrelations; 
//OrdCltn of semantic relations (WHE 3/91) 
+new; // Create a new Lexicon, with initialized instance 
// variables 
{self= [super new]; //Setup Lexicon as an OrdCltn 
semf ea tu res = [0 rdC l tn new J; / / f ea tu res is an OrdC 1 tn 
} 
semvecLength = O; // vecLength defaults to zero 
semrelations = [OrdCltn new]; 
// semantic relations is an OrdCltn 
return self; 
-addFeature:(STR) feature; 
II Add a feature to the features collection 
{ Csemfeatures add: [String str: feature] J; return self; } 
//Semantic (ordering) features 
-(STR) semfeature: ( int) featNum 
//Given feature's index, return its label 
{ return [[semfeatures at:featNum] str]; } 
-semfeatures { return semfeatures; } 
//Return the OrdCltn of features 
-semfeatures: feat list { semfeatures - feat list; } 
//Insert features collection 
-(int) semvecLength 
//Return semvecLength (size of the semantic feature 
//vector) 
{ if (semvecLength ·== 0) 
//Generate semvecLength from semfeatures OrdCltn 
{ semvecLength = ( [semfeatures size]* 2) / 
BITS_pER_INT + 2; } 
} 
return(semvecLength); 
-addRelation: aSemrel; 
// add a semantic relation to this lexicon 
{ [ s em re 1 a t i on s add : a Se m re 1 J ; r e tu r n s e 1 f ; } 
-semrelations { return semrelations; } 
//Return the OrdCltn of semantic relations 
@end 
File: .. LexEntry. h" 
@interface LexEntry : Object 
{ id label; // String, a label 
} 
id prods; // IntArray of production subscripts (Grammar) 
semRoles sem; 
// The semantic roles for this LexEntry (WHE 2/91) 
+new; //when creating a new instance initi~lize innerRoles 
-innerRoles: anidArray; 
//Assi~n an IdArray of innerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) 
-outerRoles: anOrdCltn; 
//Assign an OrdCltn of outerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) 
-(semRoles) sem; 
//Return the semRoles for this LexEntry (WHE 2/91) 
@end 
File: "LexEntry.11" 
@implementation LexEntry:Object 
{ id label; // String, a label 
} 
id prods; // IntArray of production subscripts (Grammar) 
semRoles sem;// The semantic .roles for this LexEntry 
+new //when creating a new instance initialize innerRoles { id instance; 
instance= [super new]; 
[instance innerRoles:[.IdArray new:1]]; 
r:.;.+ 
return instance; 
} 
-innerRoles: anidArray 
//Assign IdArray of innerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) { sem.innerRoles = anldArray; return self; } 
-outerRoles: anOrdCltn 
//Assign OrdCltn of outerRoles to sem (WHE 2/91) { sem.outerRoles = anOrdCltn; return self; } 
-(semRoles) sem 
//Return the semRoles for this LexEntry (WHE 2/91) { return sem; } 
@end 
File: "Integer.h" 
//Integer.h interface file for Integer class //WHE 3/91 
#import "Object.h" 
@interface Integer Objec·t { 
int value; 
} 
+value: (int) val; //initialization routine 
-value: (int) val; //set the value 
-(int) value; //return value @end 
File: 11 Integer.11 11 
//Integer.m implementation file for Integer class //WHE 3/91 
#import "Integer.h" 
@implementation Integer Object { 
int value; 
} 
+value: (int) val 
{ id instance; 
//initialization routine 
//new instance of class 
instance= [super new];//create the new instance 
} 
[instance value:val]; 
return instance; 
-value: (int) val 
{ value = val; 
return self; 
} 
-(int) value 
{ return value; } 
@end 
A.3 The Gran~ar Assembler 
//set the value 
//return new instance 
//set the value 
//return value 
Add i t i on s had t o mad e t o t he g r am mar as s em b 1 e r ".g ra -
masm.y to allow for specification of semantic role labels 
and to recognize "semrole_agree" actions in the semact·ions 
section. Associated changes were made to "Gr:ammar. h" and 
"Grammar.m." 
Fi le: .. granas11. y" 
/*gramasm.y is a yacc program for assembling RVG grammars *I %start rvg_syntax 
%{ 
!**************** Global variables follow*****************/ 
int semrole; /*semrole for action semrole_agree (WHE 2/91)*/ 
%} 
%% 
!******** The yacc grammar for RVG syntax follows*********/ 
/*Semantic actions are added to the ActVec for a named production*/ 
semactions_section: SEHACTIONS semprods : 
/*Starts with keyword "semactions"*/ 
semprods: semprod : semprods semprod ; 
/*Specify one or more productions*/ 
semprod: PWORD NAME { aProd = getProd(yytext); } 
semactions /*A production*/ 
semactions: semaction: semactions semaction; 
/*One or more actions per prod*/ 
semact ion: NAME { gramro lel= isBoundary( yytext, , g ·); 
if (gramrolel < 0) error(21); 
/*Bad GramRo le*/ 
} 
assignOrAgree 
/*Now look for : = or <= opera-tor*/ { error(22);}; 
assignOrAgree: ASSIGN assignRHS /*Look for := operator*/ 
AGREE agreeRHS /*Look for<= operator*/ {error(22);} ; 
assignRHS: NEW {[[aProd ActVec] actOrParm: 
getAction( "new_assign") J; 
[[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:gramrolel]; } 
UP NAME { gramAss ign( "gram_assign __ up"); } 
NAME { gramAss ign ( "gram_ass ign"); } { error(22); }; 
agreeRHS.: LEX {[[aProd ActVec] actOrParm: 
getAction( "lex_agree") J; 
[[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:gramrolel]; } 
NAME { gramrole2=isBoundary(yytext, 'g'); 
if (gramrole2 < 0) error(21); 
/*Bad GramRole*/ 
} 
semroleOrNil 
: { error(22); }; 
semroleOrNil: DOT NAME { strcpy(prodname,yytext); } 
secondSemRo le 
: { gramAgree( "gram_agree"); } ; 
secondSemRole: DOT NAME { semAgree( "semrole_agree", 
prodname,yytext); } 
%% 
: { semAgree( "semrole_agree", prodname, ""); } 
/*No second .semrole*/ 
void gramAgree(char* actionLabel) 
//Handles gram_agree (WHE 2/91) { if (gramrole2 < 0) error(21); 
//gramrole2 should be a boundary label 
else { [[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:getAction(actionLabel)]; 
} 
[[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:gramrolel]; //First parameter: gramrolel [[aProd ActVec] act0rParm:gramrole2]; //Second parameter: gramrole2 } 
void semAgree(char* actionLabel,char* semrolel, 
char* semrole2) 
//Handles semrole_agree (WHE 2/91) { int roleN=[gram isSemRole:semrolel]; //semrole label following first period if (roleN < 0) error(24); 
} 
//semrole should be a le~al Semrole label else { [[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:getAction(actionLabel)]; [[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:gramrolel]; //First parameter: gramrolel [[aProd ActVec] act0rParm:gramrole2]; //Second parameter: gramrole2 [[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:roleNJ; //Third parameter: semrolel } 
i f ( . ! s t r cm p ( s em r o 1 e 2 , '' · · ) ) [ [ a Prod Ac t Ve c ] a c t O r Pa r.m : 0 ] ; /*Signifies no arg*/ 
else 
{ roleN=[gram isSemRole:semrole2]·; //second semrole label 
} 
if (roleN < 1 : : roleN > 2) error(24); //semrole should be a argl or arg2 [[aProd ActVec] actOrParm:roleN]; /*Second .semrole parameter*/ 
Fi le: "Gra1111ar. h" 
@interface Grammar OrdCltn //Of productions { 
id semRoles; //OrdCltn of semantic roles for this grammar 
} 
//Semantics--supported by actions 1n productions 
hH 
-addSemrole: (STR) semrole; 
//Add a semantic role to semRoles cdllection 
-(STR)semRole: (int) roleNum; 
//Given semRole's index, return its label 
-(int)isSemRole: (char*) semrole; 
//Returns index of a SemRole or -1 if not found 
@end 
File: "Grannar.11" 
@implementation Grammar OrdCltn //Of productions { 
id semRoles; //OrdCltn of semantic roles for this grammar 
} 
+new //Create & initialize a new Grammar {self= [super new·}; 
semRoles - [OrdCltn new]; 
} 
//Semantics--supported by actions in productions 
- add Se m r o 1 e : ( ST R ) s em r o 1 e 
//Add a semantic role to semRoles collection { [semRoles add:[String str:semrole].]; retutn self; } 
-(STR)semRole: (int) roleNum 
//Given semRole's index, return its label { return [[semRoles at:roleNum] str]; } 
-(int)isSemRole: (char*) semrole 
//Returns index of a SemRole or -1 if not found { int 1 ; 
for (i=O; i<[semRoles size]; i++) if (StrEg([[semRoles at:i] str], semrole)) return(i); return(-1); 
} 
Appendix B 
Lexicon 
This shows a sample lexicon with semantic features, 
semantic feature macros, semantic relations, and entries 
with semantic roles. 
File: "11ay91.lex" {A short lexicon demonstrating RVG semantic capabilities as of May, 1991} 
{semantic features (WHE 2/91)} features ANIMATE HUMAN ROUND BLACK WHITE STATE FEELING ACTION TRANSFER POSSESSION LOCATION TOWARD INSIDE SUPPORTED PERMANENT 
{semantic feature 
macros features 
##NOMINAL 
##ANIMATE 
##HUMAN 
macros (WHE 4/91)} 
##ANIMAL 
##THING 
##PREDICATE 
##STATE 
##EXPRESSION 
##ACTION 
##TRANSFER 
##TO 
##FROM 
##TOT RANS 
##FROMTRANS 
##POSSESSION 
##PERMANENT 
##TEMPORARY 
##POSSSTATE 
##PERMPOSSSTATE 
##TEMPPOSSSTATE 
##POSSTRANS 
##TOPOSSTRANS 
##FROMPOSSTRANS 
##PERMPOSSTRANS 
##TEHPPOSSTRANS 
##PREDLOCATION 
-STATE .. TRANSFER 
#NOMINAL +ANIMATE 
#ANIMATE +HUMAN 
#ANIMATE -HUMAN 
#NOMINAL -ANIMATE .. HUMAN 
-ANIMATE .. WHITE 
#PREDICATE +STATE -ACTION .. TRANSFER #STATE +FEELING 
#PREDICATE ~STATE .. FEELING +ACTION #ACTION +TRANSFER 
+TOWARD 
-TOWARD 
#TO #TRANSFER 
#FROM #TRANSFER 
#PREDICATE +POSSESSION 
+PERMANENT 
-PERMANENT 
#POSSESSION #STATE 
#PERMANENT #POSSSTATE 
#TEMPORARY #POSSSTATE 
#POSSESSION #TRANSFER 
#TO #POSSTRANS 
#FROM #POSSTRANS 
#PERMANENT #POSSTRANS 
#TEMPORARY #POSSTRANS 
#PREDICATE +LOCATION 
/(J 
##LOCTRANS 
##TOLOCTRANS 
##FROHLOCTRANS 
##TOPRED 
##FROHPRED 
##INPRED 
##ONPRED 
##NOHLOCATION 
#PREDLOCATION #TRANSFER 
#TO #LOCTRANS 
#FROM #LOCTRANS 
#TO #PREDICATE 
#FROM #PREDICATE 
+INSIDE #PREDLOCATION 
+SUPPORTED #PREDLOCATION 
#NOMINAL +LOCATION 
{abstract semantic relations (WHE 3/91)} 
semantic_relations $ATP0SS inh #POSSSTATE argl Aargl arg2 Aarg2 $PERHATP0SS inh #PERMPOSSSTATE argl Aargl arg2 Aarg2 $TEMPATP0SS inh #TEMPPOSSSTATE argl Aargl arg2 Aarg2 $TOPOSS1 inh #TOPOSSTRANS argl #ANIMATE arg2 Aarg2 $TOPOSS2 inh #TOPOSSTRANS argl Aargl arg2 Aarg2 $PERHTOP0SS inh #PERMPOSSTRANS #TOPOSSTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE arg2 Aarg2 $TEHPTOPOSS1 inh #TEMPPOSSTRANS #TOPOSSTRANS argl #ANIMATE arg2 Aarg2 $TEMPTOPOSS2 inh #TEMPPOSSTRANS #TOPOSSTRANS argl Aargl arg2 Aarg2 $FROHP0SS inh #FROHPOSSTRANS argl #ANIMATE arg2· Aarg2 $TEMPFROMP0SS inh #TEHPPOSSTRANS #FROMPOSSTRANS argl #ANIMATE arg2 Aarg2 $ATLOC inh #PREDLOCATION &rgl #NOMLOCATION arg2 Aarg2 $TOLOC inh #TOLOCTRANS argl #NOMLOCATION arg2 Aarg2 $FROMLOC inh #FROMLOCTRANS argl #NOHLOCATION arg2 Aarg2 
entries 
{Common NOUNs} 
e book cat NOUN morph book_BED 
inh #THING 
e block 
e door 
e flower 
e table 
e tree 
{names} 
e George 
e Martha 
sem 
cat NOUN morph block_BED_ 
#THING 
door _BED 
#THING 
flower_BED_ 
#THING 
sem inh 
cat NOUN morph 
sem inh 
cat NOUN morph 
sem inh 
cat NOUN morph table_BED 
inh #THING sem 
cat NOUN 
sem 
morph tree~ED_ 
inh #THING 
cat NAME morph george_BED_ 
sem inh #HUMAN 
cat NAME morph martha_BED_ 
sem inh #HUMAN 
/.1 
{Nouns/Verbs: category preferences follow Tomita·s, surely 
approximate} 
e borrow cat #TRANS_XO morph borrow_PULL_ 
sem inh #TEMPPOSSTRANS 
argl #HUMAN 
arg2 #THING 
rell $TEMPTOPOSS2 
rel2 $TEMPFROMPOSS 
e fall cat #INTRANS morph f_FaLL_ll_FALLen 
sem inh #ACTION 
argl #NOMINAL 
e 1 end cat # B IT RANS morph l e n_B U I LT 
sem inh #TEMPPOSSTRANS 
argl #HUHAN 
arg2 #THING 
rell $TEHPTOPOSS1 
e 1 o v e cat #TRANS NOUN morph 1 o v _LOVE m l o v e _BED_ 
sem inh #EXPRESSION 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #NOMINAL 
e own cat #TRANS morph own_PULL 
sem inh #PERHPOSSSTATE 
argl #HUMAN 
arg2 #THING 
e put cat #TRANS morph put_TT_____FINDing_ 
sem inh #TOLOCTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #NOMINAL 
rell $TOLOC 
e receive cat #THANS morph receiv_LOVE_ 
sem inh #POSSTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #THING 
rell $TOPOSS2 
rel2 $FROMP0SS 
e give cat #BITHANS_XO morph g_GiVen_ 
sem inh #POSSTRANS 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #THING 
rell $TOPOSS1 
e open cat #TRANS_XO morph open_PULL_ 
sem inh #ACTION 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #THING 
e have cat INF_ #TRANS morph ha_HAve_ 
sem inh #POSSSTATE 
argl #ANIMATE 
arg2 #THING 
{#PREPositions} 
/ ,.·· 
e from cat #FRO MP REP 
sem inh #FROHPRED 
argl #NOMLOCATION 
arg2 #NOMINAL 
e 1n cat #LOCPREP 
sem inh #INPRED 
argl #NOMLOCATION 
arg2 #NOMINAL 
eon cat #LOCPREP 
sem inh #ONPRED 
argl #NOMLOCATION 
arg2 #NOMINAL 
e to cat TO IOBJ INF LINF RINF #PREP 
sem inh #TOPRED 
argl #NOHLOCATION 
c1rg2 #NOMINAL 
Appendix C 
Grammar 
This is a sample semactions section of a grammar. The 
semantic role labels are specified following the keyword 
"semroles." Following the keyword "semactions" are syntac-
tic productions denoted by "p". They have a "cond" and 
"change" vector just like all other syntactic productions, 
spec·ified 1n the other part of the production in the body of 
the gra·mma.r. Assignment operations are denoted by":=", and 
agreement operations by "<=". Agreement opetati.ons with the 
keyword "lex" on their RHS are a "lex_agree" actions. Ones 
with a RHS that is a boundary label followed by a period and 
a ~emantic role label (and maybe another period and role 
label) are "semrole_agree" actions. 
File: "11ay91.syn" 
{A sample semactions section of a grammar demonstrating 
semantic actions as of May, 1991} 
semroles inh argl arg2 rell rel2 
semactions 
p NOUN 
p NAME 
p TENSE 
p TENSV 
p SUBJ 
p INTRANSV 
p Vl 
p V2 
NP<= lex {Match&refine material from lexicon} NP <= lex {a "lex_agree"' action} 
Tense<= lex {Get Tense affix vector} Tense<= lex 
Subj . - NP Subj < = Tense 
Pred <= lex 
<= lex Pred 
Pred <= lex 
Kheck Subj-Tense agreement} Subj <= Pred.argl {"'se11role_a.gree"' actions} 
Subj <= Pred.argl 
Subj <= Pred.arg2 
·..:4 
p V3 
p CADJ 
p pp 
p PPR 
p PPL 
p LOC 
p FROM 
p OBJ 
p DATIVE 
p I0BJ 
Pred <= lex Subj <= Pred.rell.argl 
Pred <= lex 
Pred <= lex Subj <= Pred.arg2 NP .- new 
NP<= Pred.argl 
{PP recognizes prep as predi·cate} 
Prep<= lex Obj <= Prep.arg2 NP := new 
NP<= Prep.argl 
{Preps open a NP without firing p NP} 
NP := new 
Prep < = 1 ex NP : = new NP < = Pred. re 11. arg 1 
Prep<= Pred.rell 
{Refine the INH of rell by INH of Loe} 
Prep<= lex NP := new NP<= Pred.rel2.argl 
Prep<= Pred.rel2 
{Refine the INH of rel2 by INH of From} 
Obj : = NP Obj < = Pred. arg2 
NP<= Pred.rell.argl {DATIVE gets rell.argl} 
NP := n·ew NP<= Pred.rell.argl 
p PASSIVEBY NP {IOBJ gets bitransitive V's rell.argl} new ~p <= Pred.argl 
p TO 
p OFOBJ 
p PNP 
p PREDNP 
p WH 
p WHDET 
p NGAP 
p RELC 
p RELCO 
·P RELR 
p RELRO 
p REDREL 
p DENOM 
p OFC 
NP new 
{PASSIVEBY gets transitive verb's argl} 
NP := new Obj : = NP {E.g., "limited to a PC"} 
{Follows a gerund, e.g., selling of art} 
NP := new 
Pred := NP {PREDNP assigns completed NP as Pred} 
Topic <= lex 
{Hold wh-word in Topic as gap-filler} 
NP := new Topic := NP 
{Ho.Id wh~NP in Topic as gap-filler} 
NP := Topic {Fill a NP gap with Topic reference} 
Topic := ~NP {Topic of rel clause is head of NP} 
Topic : = "NP 
Topic := NP 
{Right-embedded rel clause at same level} 
Topic := NP 
Subj : = Topic 
{Topic of reduced rel 1s also Subj} 
NPmod := NP NP := new 
{Save old head & set up for new head} 
NP := new 
'I 
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